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ABSTRACT
This articlepresentsthe resultsoffieldwork,interviews,and archivalresearch
into how land use and agriculturalchoices in the post-1829 erahave affected
the landscape aroundthe village of Maryeli in Messenia, Greece. Although
relativelyisolated,and neverdemographicallysignificant,Maryeli'slandscape
bearsvisible marksof the ebbs and flows of world trade.While in manyways
the methods of land use in Maryeli are still visibly preindustrial,the goals of
land use have long been "modern"in their relationshipto capitalismand internationalmarketforces.Those goals repeatedlyhave reshapedthe land.

1. Davis et al. 1997; Zangger
et al. 1997.

From 1992 to 1994 the Pylos Regional Archaeological Project (PRAP)
conductedan intensive archaeologicalsurveyin southwestMessenia, Greece.
Some of the results of that project have already been published in this
journal.' During PRAP's final field season, our experiences while fieldwalking in and around the small mountain village of Maryeli encouraged
us to conduct a deeper investigation of that village and its surroundingarea
(see Figs. 1 and 3). A first, unthinking look at Maryeli seemed to reveal a
kind of "pristine"landscape, one conforming to all the stereotypes of a
remote peasant village. The survey team found a village tightly nucleated
around a central spring, and comprised of homes that were excellent examples of 19th- and early-20th-century Peloponnesian architecture (see
Fig. 2). Furthermore,Maryeli's many abandoned fields, relatively limited
bulldozer use, and numerous preconcrete field structures all contrasted
sharply with most of the other areas in which PRAP had worked. While
less prosperous and less demographically robust than the study region as a
whole, Maryeli's better-preserved material record of the prewar era provided an excellent opportunity to examine change and the human presence
in the landscape since Greek independence in 1829.
Studies of modern Greek villages typically have fallen into one of two
camps: the ethnographic or the ethnoarchaeological.The ethnographers,
relying on interviews, participant-observation,and local statistics (particularly of landholding patterns), have tended to emphasize such things as
village belief systems, social structures, and kinship networks. Recent
ethnographic work of a materialist vein has correctly pointed out the tre-
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mendous mutability of the Greek village, and how such social structures
have shifted, whether actively or passively, in response to the pressures
of modernization.2 Ethnoarchaeologists, on the other hand, were initially
drawn to studies of modern practices (usually agricultural) primarily to
build or test models of parallel ancient practices.3The gap between the
two camps has narrowedin recent yearsas ethnoarchaeologistshave tapped
into the efforts of ethnographers and have acknowledged that the Greek
village is not static, and that there is need for significant caution in the use
of modern studies as analogs for ancient practices. Meanwhile, ethnographers have begun extending their coverage into the past, acknowledging
the earlier incorporation of Greece into the world system.4As Sue Sutton
has pointed out, "eventhe most seemingly isolated villages today have long
been affected by the marketization of the Greek economy.... To assert
that contemporary villages are only just now becoming aware of, or involved in, the forces of change is to follow a very selective application of
historical principles."5 Thus while the ethnoarchaeologists have been
draggedtowardthe new ethnographiesin their acknowledgmentof change,
there has also recently been a call for the ethnographersto provide a deeper
historical understanding of material or ecological concerns.6Within these
two bodies of work, however, there are relatively few studies that focus on
modern material culture over the last 150 years, and most of those are not
well integrated into a narrativeof economic change.7
2. Examplesof classicvillage ethnographiesinclude McNall 1978; Du Boulay 1974; Friedl 1962; Campbell 1964;
Herzfeld 1985; Hart 1992. For materialist work see: Bialor 1976; Allen 1976,
1997; Aschenbrenner1986; Slaughter
and Kasimis 1986; Forbes1976, 1989,
1997; Shutes 1994, 1997, 1999.
3. See, for example,Chang 1981,
1993 (her forthcomingwork calls for
much more caution in using ethnoarchaeologicalparallels);Aschenbrenner 1972; Foxhall 1996; Halstead 1987;
Murrayand Kardulias1986; Wagstaff

and Cherry 1981. For other views on
the problemsof acceptingthe modern
Greek village as timeless, see Sutton
1994 and Fotiadis 1995.
4. Sutton 1988, esp. pp. 197,204;
Sutton in Wright et al. 1990; Bennett
1988, p. 229; Davis and Sutton 1995,
p. 121; Halstead 1987, p. 78; Botsas
1987, p. 212; Costa 1988; Athanassopoulos 1997.
5. Sutton in Wright et al. 1990,
p.595.
6. Karduliasand Shutes 1997, p. xiii.
Hart 1992 is one of the few true ethno-

graphiesto spend much time on any
aspect of materialculture,in her case
domestic architectureand furnishings.
7. Stedman 1996; Clark 1994-1995;
Wagstaff 1965a, 1965b. While Sutton's
regionallandscapestudies are well integratedinto a narrativeof economic
change,they focus mostly on settlement
location ratherthan specific issues of
materialculture;Sutton 1988, 1991.
Whitelaw 1991, dealingwith modern
Kea, is an exceptionin its treatmentof
both materialcultureand economic
change.
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data and interviews are used to supplement that record.8Along the way,
we contribute to the notion that the Greek village and the Greek "peasant"
are far from timeless, and we also explore the way the human landscape
can reveal processes of economic change.9 In the end, we find that while
we can describe the landscape of Maryeli as more "preindustrial"(less affected, for example, by mechanized farming or modern irrigationprojects)
than other areasof Europe (or even of Greece), to term it precapitalist or
unaffected by the industrialization of other countries would be most unwise. In a nutshell, while in many ways the methodsof land use in Maryeli
are still visibly preindustrial,the goals of land use have long been "modern"
in their relationship to capitalism and international market forces.10Although the means of land use have somewhat restricted the ability of the
villagers of Maryeli physically to transformtheir landscape, nevertheless it
has changed, in accordanceboth with their own goals and with their relationship to the wider world.
Before moving on to the results of the investigation, it is essential to
point out the limits of this project. The region covered by fieldwork (the
"areasurveyed")was determined initially by the coverage of the standard
PRAP intensive survey,carriedout in 1994.11Unfortunately that area did
not include the entire village territoryof Maryeli (Maryelaika;that is, the
land outside the village proper,but still "of"the village), largely because of
the project'spermit boundary.The surveyed areadid, however, encompass
a significant percentage of Maryelaika, and also a large portion of the cultivable territory of Papaflessas (that is, Kondogonaika).12In addition to
the region'sthick vegetation and the permit boundary,two other problems
surfacedin the course of this study.First, there is no land register available
for Maryeli, which prevented a thorough study of land ownership. Second,
despite the shifting of provincialboundariesover the last 300 years,Maryeli
has always lain at the extremity of the various provinces (see Fig. 4).
Regional archivaldata, therefore, may not reflect Maryeli itself very well.
Finally,while this article claims to be a microstudy of one village, there is
only so much archival data available for that one village. So at times this
study is about two or three villages (Maryeli, Papaflessas,and Ayii Apostoloi), at times it is about their immediate vicinity (called the deme of
Voufrasouor Voufradosfrom 1840 to 1912), at times it is about the region
now known as Pylia, at times Messenia, and occasionally it is about the
whole Peloponnese. While a shift in this way from the local to the regional
is unavoidable, it is also my belief that doing so contributes to breaking
down the stereotype of the isolated village.
8. The interviewswere conductedby
William Alexanderduringthe summer
of 1995 in Maryeli,Papaflessas,and
Ayii Apostoloi. It is worth pointing out
that severalof our primaryinformants
were from seventy to ninety yearsold.
9. We have also createda catalogue of the materialelements in
the landscapeover the last 200 years,
in fiullawarenessof the fact that much
of that recordis now rapidlydisappearing. We will publish the detaileddata

on the PRAP Web site (http://
classics.lsa.umich.edu/PRAP.html)
in the nearfuture.It will include a
gazetteerof all the items discussed
below,and a more detaileddiscussion
of how chronologicaldeterminations
were made.
10. Friedl (1962, p. 23) and Sutton
(1988, p. 204) also discussthis
distinctionbetween means and goals.
11. Davis et al. 1997, pp. 400-402,
describesPRAP's overallgoals and

field-walkingtechniques.
and
12. The words "Maryelaika"
specificallyreferto
"Kondogonaika"
all the land owned by the villages (see
Fig. 3 for the boundaries).Maryelaika
comprisesapproximately4.41 km2, of
which 2.52 was coveredin the detailed
survey.Although Kondogonaikais
much larger(7.35 kM2), much of it is
extremelysteep, and some of the best
fields are containedin the 1.08 km2
included in the surveyarea.
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HISTORICAL, AND
BACKGROUND

Maryelilies in the rough hill countrythat rises as one progresseswest
fromthe valleyof the PamisosRiverup into the Aigaleo,the westernmost
mountainrangeof the Peloponnese(Fig. 1). Lyingfifteenkilometerseast
of Gargalianiandtwenty-eightkilometerswest of Kalamata,it is virtually
atthe geographiccenterof theMessenianpeninsula.Maryeli,at420 meters
abovesealevel,is virtuallyhiddenon the slopesof a narrowvalleybetween
ProfitisIlias (610 masl) to the east and higher successiveridgesof the
Aigaleanrangerisingimmediatelyto the west.An outcropof that range,
the nearlycircularhill Koutsouveri(530 masl),cuts off Maryelifromthe
north, and only to the northeastdoes Maryeliface a somewhatgentler
rollingvista,leadingawayinto the heartof Messenia.It is in this direction
that most of Maryeli'smore accessiblefields lie, and here also that the
Velikaruns,an unusuallyswift-flowing,perennialriverthat providesthe
villagerswith water,waterpower,andgood bottomland(Fig. 3). The relative easeof movementforeastboundtraffichasled Maryeli'sresidentstraditionallyto lookfirsteasttowardmodernAristomenis(formerlyMustapha
Pasha),and then south to moreregionalmarketsor portsat Petalidiand
Messini (formerlyNisi).13
On the ridge 200 metersaboveMaryeli,to the west, are the joint
formerlyandstilloccasionallyknown
villagesof Ano andKatoPapaflessas,
jointly as Kondogoni (Fig. 3).14 They, and particularlytheir modern
offshootAyii Apostoloi,foundedin the 1970s, providea point of comparisonto the villageof Maryeli.
Detailsof the earlyhistoryof Maryelimustremainobscure.As a villagethatwassmallandwell removedfromthe maincommunicationroute
betweenKalamataand Pylos,it neverfiguredin the accountsof the early
moderntravelers.Local traditionassertsa foundingdate"sometimedurwhen two shepherdbrothers(namedMaryeli)fled
ing the Tourkokratia"
theirhomein northernGreeceandarrivedin Messenia.They purportedly
receivedpermissionfrom the localTurkishaga in Kefalovryso(formerly
Halvatso)to settlewheretheypleasedbetweenHalvatsoandPylos.'5Venice
conqueredthe Peloponnesein the mid-1680s,but Maryelidoes not appearin the Venetiancensusof 1689 (althoughKondogonidoes);Maryeli
is listed,however,in the censusof 1700 (with twelveresidents)as partof
the territorioof Modon.16
13. Many Greekvillageswith
Turkishor other "non-Hellenic"names
were renamed,particularlyduringthe
first decadesof this century.Where
relevantI have noted both names.
14. In this paperI will referto the
villages (Kato and Ano) jointly as Papafiessas.
15. Foundinglegend as told by villagers.The etymology of Maryeli is
unclear,but I was intriguedto discover
the village of MargelliSin south-central
Albania duringfieldworknearApollo-

nia (Fier) in the summerof 1999.
16. Panagiotopoulos1985, pp. 226,
266; Topping 1972. See also Dokos
1971-1972, p. 135, for the Venetian
ecclesiasticalsurveythat recordedtwo
churcheswithin Maryeli'sterritory.
One is the hilltop shrine to Profitis
Ilias, which probablypredatedthe
village,and the other is dedicatedto
Panayiaand may be the churchin the
middle of the village, now called a
family"chapel"of the Maryeli family
and still dedicatedto Panayia.
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The Ottoman Empire recaptured the Morea from the Venetians in
1715, reestablishing a dominion that lasted until Greek independence in
1829. Archival research in Istanbul by Fariba Zarinebaf-Shahr, another
PRAP team member, is ongoing; at the moment, little can be said about
Maryeli during this period. Leake's description of the region seemingly
would place Maryeli within the Turkish kazasi (an administrativeunit) of
Andrussa (Fig. 4: Venetian provinces).'7
Local information becomes more availablewith the outbreak of the
Greek War of Independence in 1821. We know, for example, that although
the Peloponnese saw significant fighting, Maryeli avoided the main dangers of the war until the campaigns of Ibrahim Pasha, beginning in 1825.
Ibrahim Pasha's Egyptian army quickly overran most of the Morea but
was unable to establish order in the countryside. During the summer of
1826, recognizing this failure, Ibrahim Pasha instead set out to devastate
the country.For six months his troops systematicallyravagedthe Peloponnese, and Messenia, his base of operations, suffered a disproportionate
share of the damage. Local tradition affirmsthat Ibrahim Pasha destroyed
Maryeli during this period, and burned the nearbymonastery at Karamitsa
(see Fig. 15).18 One writer reportedin 1842 that Messenia lost some 60,000
fig and olive trees during the rampage.'9
Following independence, Greece experiencedsignificant demographic
expansion under the new monarchy.The population doubled under Otho
(1833-1862), then tripled under George (1863-1913). This growth occurred without territorial expansion until 1864, when the Ionian islands
were added to the Greek kingdom;Thessaly and Arta were added in 1881.
In general this national population growth was less dramatic in the Peloponnese and in Messenia (see Figs. 5, 6). Maryeli appears in the written
record of this period only as an entry in the various redrawingsof provinMaryeli in Andrussa(modernAndrousa); Chouliarakes1973-1976, 1, p. 32.
18. Earlyin this period of conquest
therewas a battle fought between
Ibrahim'sarmyand a force of some
3,000 Greeksunder the commandof
Dikaios, a priest popularlyknown as

PappaFlesas. Finlay 1898, VI, pp. 366367; Phillips 1897, pp. 177-179; Petrounakou1901. Kondogonilaterwas
renamedPapaflessasin the priest's
honor.
19. Strong 1842, pp. 179-180;
Finlay 1898, VI, p. 399.
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cial boundariescarriedout by the new Greek state between 1836 and 1882.
Initially Maryeli was in the Demos of Skarmingos within the Eparchy of
Pylia, then in 1840 it was reorganized into the Demos of Voufrasou (later
renamed Voufrados)within the Eparchy of Pylia (hereafterabbreviatedas
Ep. Pylia).The deme system was abolished in 1912, replacedby the smaller
koinotites-typically encompassing one or two villages, with the koinotita
taking the name of the largest. In 1912 the koinotita of Kondogoni included Maryeli, Kondogoni, and Maniaki (cf Fig. 3); the last of these
villages split off at an uncertain date, though not later than 1961.20
The Peloponnese suffered through the "currantcrisis"of 1893 (discussed more fully below), but avoided most of the disruptions of World
War I and the catastrophic defeat by Turkish nationalist forces in 19211922 along with its subsequent exchange of populations.21World War II,
reverberationsof which continue to be felt in the Greek countryside, was
a different experience entirely.22The occupation and the civil war, the latter lasting until 1949, severely depressed the agricultural economy, not
only through the normal disruptions of violence and conscription, but also
through the loss of normal markets.Additionally, among wartime population losses, famine, and the onset of emigration, the demographic expansion of the Peloponnese had ended. The cost of reconstruction, added to
the cost of fighting a civil war, was simply beyond the means of the restored Greek government. In fact, reconstruction proved to be beyond the
means of a war-weary Great Britain, which historically had assumed responsibility for Greece's stability.The early onset of Cold War tensions led
the United States in March 1947 to affirm its commitment to Greece and
to begin a program of civil and military aid that was in large measure
responsible for ending the civil war and restarting the Greek economy.23
By the early 1950s the economy had recovered to its prewar level, and
through the painful devaluation of the currency in 1952, the Greek government managed to claim a budget surplus in 1953. American civil aid
ended in 1962, and it is in the late 1950s and early 1960s that "postwar
Greece"can truly be said to have begun.24
The demographic history of the region is critical to understanding its
development. All available data indicate that the populations of Maryeli
and Papaflessas have grown and declined together (see Fig. 6). Maryeli
and Papaflessaswere both tiny villages when they are first detected in the
Venetian census of 1700 (12 and 20 people, respectively), and neither
village appearsever to have exceeded 400 individuals throughout its history.25In general the Peloponnese had gone through a long period of demographic stagnation, culminating and initially worsening under the Venetian conquest. Venetian initiatives, succeeded by improved Ottoman
administration,encouraged a rebound in the population (see Fig. 6).26 Part
of the explanation for that rebound should be credited to the improved
access of Greek merchants to international trade over the course of the
18th century,and their use of resulting profits to stimulate native productive industries.27
Statistics for the region are increasingly reliable beginning in 1822,
although, with the exception of 1851, village figures areunavailablefor the

20. Chouliarakes1973-1976, 1,
pp. 120,125-126,139,216,238-239;
II, pp. 32-33. The designation"Voufrasomesou was changed to "Voufrados"
time between 1896 and 1907. In the
is used for
presentstudy,"Voufrados"
statistical series.

21. Greece absorbed1,069,957
refugeesafter the 1921-1922 catastrophe, but only some 3,720 were sent to
Messenia, and 3,587 of those were
settled, at least initially,in Kalamata.
NSSG 1931, p. 39.
22. Aschenbrenner1987; Laiou
1987; Mazower 1993.
23. Sweet-Escott 1954, p. 104.
Between 1947 and 1949 Greece received $300 million in U.S. economic
aid. In 1948 fully a third of the population was still on relief,and in 1949
agriculturaloutput was up to only 70%
of prewarlevels. Kourvetarisand
Dobratz 1987, p. 51.
24. Woodhouse 1968, pp. 258-259,
261,265-267,282; Kourvetarisand
Dobratz 1987, p. 53.
25. Populationin 1700 from Panagiotopoulos 1985, pp. 226,265-266.
26. Populationestimatesfor the
18th century,even at a regionallevel,
aregenerallymerelyeducatedguesses
based largelyon travelers'reports(see
Fig. 5). Kremmydas1972; Frangakis
and Wagstaff 1987;Topping 1976;
Wagstaff 1977.
27. Mouzelis 1978, pp. 8-11.
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period 1832-1879.28 Comparing the sparse data for the village itself with
regional information confirms a general picture of slow expansion in the
19th century.A noticeable "hesitation"in regionalgrowth is evident around
the period of the revolution, a trend partly explained by the loss of virtually all of the Peloponnesian Muslim population.29
Beginning in 1879, population figures for Maryeli and Papaflessas
exist in a fairly continuous sequence, with both climbing to historic highs
in the census of 1928. This population expansion matches the growth in
Ep. Pylia over the same period, and reflects the success of the region's
agriculturaleconomy. Since World War II, international emigration and
migration to Athens have created a steady decline in population until the
most recent census (1991), which showed a slight upturn.30

MATERIAL

28. Chouliarakes1973-1976, 1,
passim;Belia 1978, pp. 284-285;
Rangavis1853-1854, 11, pp. 573-578;
NSSG; unpublishedcensus accountof
Maryeli and Papaflessasfor 1991 from
manuscriptcensus housed at the
Nomarchyof Messenia'sstatisticsoffice
in Kalamata.
29. For example,the populationof
Ep. Pylia in 1821 was 14,031, of whom
fully 7,343 were Muslims. Chouliarakes
1973-1976, I, p. 27. Most of those
individualsleft Greece after the War of
Independence.Pre-independence
Androusa,for example,had a largely
Turkishpopulation:Leake (1830, 1,
pp. 365-366) indicatedthat it had 250300 Turkishfamilies and only 3 or 4
Greek. Similarly,the sourceused by
Belia (1978, pp. 284-285) reporteda
1786 populationof 800, but according
to the Frenchexpedition,Androusain
the 1830s was left with only 146
people;Bory de Saint-Vincent 1834,
p. 64.
30. For post-World War II
populationmovementsin general,see
Baxevanis1972; NSSG (Atlas), p. 214;
InternationalBank for Reconstruction
and Development 1966.
31. For the extent of Maryelaikaand
Kondogonaika,and the areaof each
included in the survey,see note 12.

REMAINS

IN THE LANDSCAPE

With this background,we can turn to the resultsof the ethnoarchaeological
study of the Maryeli area and to an examination of the human effects on
this local landscape. Agricultural activity dominates that impact, but is in
turn contingent upon individual choices conditioned by factors both
natural (topography,climate) and structural (subsistence needs, the market, industrialization, land tenure systems, population levels). The challenge is to identify,where possible, the combination of factors that created
particularconfigurations in the landscape.To answer this challenge in the
case of Maryeli, two broad categories of evidence will be examined: material remains in the village of Maryeli and its surrounding hinterland, and
the record of crop selection and agriculturalproduction in the area. From
these two categories of evidence, the degree to which Maryeli has long
been affected by, and involved in, wider economic systems of exchange
will be measured and explored.
The following brief review of material remains is divided into five
sections: constructions in the countryside, agriculturalprocessing facilities, water supply and management, roads, and houses.
CONSTRUCTIONS

IN THE

COUNTRYSIDE

TERRACES

Description of the landscape must begin with the fields themselves, and
around Maryeli there has been significant creation of fields through terracing (see Fig. 7). Terracing to increase the area of cultivable land is a
common feature of Peloponnesian agriculture.In recent years the standard stone terraces have been supplemented or "repaired"by bulldozing.
There is little evidence, however, that bulldozing has enlarged the total
area available for cultivation; rather, it simply has replaced the far more
laborious process of building or repairing stone terrace walls. Terracing
has been critical to the spread of cultivation in the survey area.Terraced

fieldsmakeup 2.9 km2 out of a 4.1 km2 surveyedarea(not all of which is
cultivable).31 With the exception of one small side valley, which contains
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several cross-channel or "check-dam"-styleterraces,all of the region'ste rraces are the common "contour"style, built parallel to the contours of tlle
hillsides and to each other.32Figure 7 highlights two concentrations of
unterraced areas with no remaining evidence of cultivation: one in the
immediate vicinity of the village on the slopes of Profitis Ilias, and the
other in the flatlands and low hills near the Velika River.The unterraced
and uncultivated areas near the village are generally extremely steep, even
compared to the slopes to the west, and would have been exceptionally
difficult to terrace.The situation near the Velika is less clear. Some of the
knobby hills have nearly clifflike slopes, but in general the majority of the
"blankspaces"are relativelyflat areasthat were probablyunder cultivation
at one time, but have been abandoned long enough to erase the evidence.
In sum, the overall picture is one in which virtuallyevery availableareahas
at one time been under cultivation at the cost of extensive terracing.

e

32. Wagstaff (1992, p. 155) defines
these types. Exact slope and corresponding terracedimension datawere
not collected,but can be characterized
as extremelyvariablethroughoutthe
region.
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Unfortunately, there is little hope of establishing a chronology for the
spread of that terracing.33First, the quality of terrace construction varies
widely from field to field, leading to different rates of deterioration. In
fact, some of the apparentlyoldest terraces (a tentative assumption based
on the weathering and encrustation of the stones, and their position in
remote, long overgrown fields) are-counterintuitively--in the best condition, not least because they were constructed more sturdilyfrom heavier
stones.34Rapid vegetative regrowth in this well-watered region has protected the abandoned stone terracesfrom suffering much erosion. While
time and roots have torn down many of the actualterracewalls, the maquis
has held the soil in place. That has not been the case where the villagers
have opted to reworkthe terraceswith bulldozers.Those areasare eroding
quite rapidly.35This brings us to the second chronological difficulty: the
bulldozing of terraces has obscured or destroyed the original stonework,
making it difficult to draw conclusions about the ages of terraces in the
region. In general, those areasthat retain evidence of traditional stone terracing tend to be more distant from the village, on the steeper slopes, and
many of them are now out of cultivation.The most heavily cultivated areas
show the greatest reliance on now bulldozed terraces that were probably
once made of stone. The exception are the fields belonging to Papaflessas
just north of Ayii Apostoloi. There the traditional stone terraceshave continued in areasunder cultivation, but the recent cutting of a road through
the middle of those fields may change the situation by allowing easier
bulldozer access.
There are a few safe chronological conclusions. Given what we know
of the demographic history of Maryeli-that its highest population level
came in the 1920s and 1930s-it is likely that many of the most difficult
or remote terraces belong to this period, chronologically coinciding with
the area's agricultural expansion (that expansion is discussed below).36
The motivation for successful cash cropping combined with demographic
expansion led to the use of fields, usually after terracing,that had been on
slopes too difficult of access to encourage previous cultivation.A bulldozer
was first used in the village in the 1950s and was initially employed for
roadwork only.37Stone terrace construction theoretically could have continued well into that decade; certainly some walls show signs of relatively
recent repairwork and one villager specifically remembers a few stone terraces still being built by the villagers as late as about 1940.
33. For one attemptto define an
abandonmentsequenceof earlymodern
terraces,see Whitelaw 1991, pp. 406410. During the survey,we originally
classifiedterracesaccordingto their
condition, as derivedfrom Whitelaw.
Given the difficultiesin using that informationtowardestablishinga chronology of terracing,only bulldozed and
stone terracesare distinguishedin Fig.
7. See also Wagstaff 1992, pp. 159-160,
but the lack of any truly old olive trees

(discussedbelow) aroundMaryeliprevents the use of his dating technique.
34. The description"longovergrown"refersto those areaswhere lowlying maquis (particularlythe prickly
oak and velanidiaoak) has progressed
to forest.
35. Forbes(1997, p. 196) reacheda
similarconclusion about the difficulty
of dating terraces,and of the consequencesof bulldozing.
36. Similarly,Allen (1997, p. 263),

Forbes(1997, p. 196), and Foxhall
(1996) all arguethat the relatively
recentexpansionof terracingis partlya
resultof modern demographicpressure
and changingeconomic goals.
37. The first tractorarrivednot
much later.Given the difficultterrain,
and the relativelack of permanent
residents,no one in Maryeli has ever
owned either a bulldozeror a tractor,
althoughboth have been hired to work
suitableareas.
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FIELD

BUILDINGS

All (old and new)

(Spitakia)

A wide variety of storage buildings, stables, and shelters lie scattered
throughoutthe fieldsof Maryelaikaand Kondogonaika(see Figs. 8, 9).38
These buildings,which tend to be extremelysimple and small,are here
subdividedinto the "older"
spitakiacomposedof rubblemasonry,and the
"newer,"postwar versions, which use obviously modern materials. Seasonal residences (kalyves)are treated separately.39
The stone buildings occasionally have cut corner-blocks,but most often are made of purely rubble
masonry.They also usually have a peaked, tiled roof. The newer buildings
tend to be constructed of cinderblock,with a wide variety of roofing materials, the most common being corrugated steel or vinyl. Interior partitions
separating storage from stable areas are normally found only in the newer,
larger buildings. Both old and new spitakiaare frequently found in association with crop processing facilities (alonia, threshing floors, etc.; see below).
38. In the present context, the word
"shelter"refersto a hut, often with a
bed, used for the Mediterraneansiesta.
In many cases such use is combined
with anotherpurpose (stable,storage,
etc). Classifyinga building as a shelter

Apostoloi

___Ayii

ratherthan as a seasonalresidenceis
difficult.Where lacking direct
information,I generallyused the lack
of a second room as a defining
characteristic.
39. See "Houses,"below.

Figure 8. Distribution of spitakia,
survey area. Kalyves are excluded.
W. Lee

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~...
.. :.....

Figure 9. Spitaki pre-Worid War II.
W. Lee
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Ayii
Apostoloi

Figure10. (left)Distributionof
alonia(15 total);(right)distribution
of threshingfloors(14 total).Marked
fieldsarethose of currentor confirmedformervineyards.W.Lee

Figure11.Aloni,with currants
spreadout to dry.W.Lee

AGRICULTURAL

X

PROCESSING

yii Apostoloi

FACILITIES

Alo n ia
The Greekword aloni (pl. alonia)refersto almost any kind of flat area
used for processingthe harvest.In this region,threetypesappear:drying
racksfor figs, dryingracksfor currants,and threshingfloors.As the first
two arephysicallyindistinguishable,they are consideredhere as a single
entity,and are referredto as alonia.The expression"threshingfloor"is
preferredfor those structuresspecificallybuilt to processgrain(although
they couldbe used for otherpurposesas well).
Figs andcurrantsaroundMaryeliareoften foundin adjoiningfields,
and aloniaadjacentto such areascan be used for either crop,although,
sinceboth cropsareharvestedand driedoverthe sameperiod,it is necessary to provide sufficient space for processingthe two crops at once
(see Figs. 10, 11).The dryingprocessis similarforboth.Typicalaloniaare
simpleflat spots with an arrangementof racksto supporta cloth cover.
More elaboratealoniawith concreteplatformsare found elsewherein
Messenia,althoughnot in Maryelaika.
After the harvest,which stretchesover August and September,the
figs and currantsarecarriedto the dryingracks.There the fruitis spread
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out on sheets. Another cloth can be stretched over the fruit to protect the
crop from rain. A batch is normally left to dry for ten to twelve days,
before another is harvested and brought to the aloni.0
It is extremely easy for an abandoned aloni to disappearin the undergrowth, and it is likely that many former alonia have been missed. Therefore, the number and extent of alonia shown in Figure 10 (left) is probably
much smaller than it would have been even as late as 1973. Aerial photographs from that year (taken during the late summer drying season) in a
few instances show white drying-sheets in locations now apparentlylacking alonia.Additionally, a number of the field buildings have a stone patio
which could have served as an aloni; the 1973 photos support this supposition.41Threshing floors, the next category of agriculturalprocessing facility to be explored,although unquestionablydesigned for threshing grain,
can also be employed as drying platforms. In general, the alonia that survive or are still in use are those readily accessible by road (see Fig. 10).
More remote alonia have faded from use.
Despite the ease with which alonia have disappeared,their widespread
presence attests to Maryeli's historic participation in the production of
currantsand figs. The exact chronology of the rise and fall of the production of currantswill be explored below through production statistics.This
local evidence on the ground, however-specifically the decline in the
numbers of alonia in Maryelaika even since 1973-shows Maryeli to be in
line with the later-20th-century regional downward trend in currant
production.
THRESHING

FLOORS

Threshing floors are among the more impressive of the agriculturalprocessing structuresfound in the countryside. The typical threshing floor is
a stone-paved circle approximatelyten to thirteen meters in diameter;some
have large flagstones set upright at the edge of a portion of the circle to
help contain the chaff during winnowing. These stone circles are quite
common around Maryeli (see Fig. 10), and it is possible that even more,
made of stamped dung and earth, have disappeared,preserved only in village memory.
The design of the floor reflects the use of a threshing technique that
has remained relatively stable in Greece for centuries. The 17th-century
description by travelerBernard Randolph discusses Greek threshing techniques in terms that easily could have appliedto pre-World War II Maryeli:
They reap their Corn much in the manner as we do, but have no
Barns, only Threshing-floors, (which the Turks call Chirman). They
are on high Ground, and open to the Winds. Here they tread it out
with Horses, which are made fast to a Post, round which the Corn is
put; the Horses trampling upon it make great dispatch; with the
Wind they cleanse it, and send it home to their Houses.42
Although other descriptionsof threshing in Greece have included a threshing "sledge"dragged behind the animal, or long sticks or knotted cords,
living memory in Maryeli does not record such enhancements, and threshing remained dependent on an animal'shooves.43

40. For fig drying,some farmers
formerlypreferredusing shallow,
stackablewooden crates (kalamota) laid
out on the floor of an aloni, but these
have been almost supersededby the
greaterease offeredby nylon tarpaulins.
Interviews;Burlumi 1911, pp. 12-13;
Kanasi1930, pp. 27-28.
41. The photographsshow distinct
white spots on patios nearspitakia,
cloths laid out to dry the fruit.
42. Randolph 1689, p. 17. Scrofani
(1801, III, p. 64) providesa nearly
identicaldescriptionfor the 18th
century.
43. See Halstead andJones 1997 for
detailed descriptionsof the threshing
processin two island communities.
Such sledgeswere not unknown in
Messenia. PRAP fieldwork,in fact,
found at least one threshingsledge
"tooth"of worked stone nearthe village
of Metamorfosis.
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44. Pers.comm. with Siriol Davies,
based on her researchin the Venetian
archives.
45. One examplegiven of such a
favorwas that the borrowerwould lay
leftover strawin the stable of the
threshing floor'sowner.
46. This suppositionis supportedby
village testimony.Prior to World War
II, communitiesin the region made
wine themselves and sold some small
amounts to other villages to the east, as
far as Kalamata(areastowardHora had
their own vineyards).After the war,the
villagersbegan selling their grapesto
the Yialovawinery.Also comparethe
small numberand simplicityof the
wine pressesdiscussedhere to the
elaborateand numerousexamples
describedby Whitelaw (1991, pp. 421424) for the much more activewineproducingeconomy on Kea. See also
Sutton 1991, p. 390.
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The physical distribution of the floors in the landscape, specifically
their often very close proximity to each other, led us to suppose that they
were privately owned, with each farmer constructing one sufficient to his
own needs. This contrasted, however,with the understanding that threshing floors were communally owned during the Venetian period.44 The villagers confirmed the private ownership theory, but pointed out that even
in a small village like Maryeli there were not enough threshing floors to
accommodate every farmer.Families that did not possess one could use a
neighbor's in exchange for minor chores or favors.45At any rate, the sheer
number of threshing floors around Maryeli provides ample evidence of
the former importance of cereal production (discussed below).
WINE

PRESSES

Wine presses in this area are extremely simple and small, clearly inadequate and too few in number for any serious production of wine for
market-unlike the relatively vast number of drying floors for currants
(see Fig. 12).46There are essentially two types found in the area:an open
cisternlike press and the basket-style press (whose poor durabilityhas left
only one example extant, though informants attest to their common use).
Aside from those wine presses shown on the distribution map, it should be
noted that some growershad presseswithin their house compounds. Those
presses, largely through reuse for other purposes, have disappeared.
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Only two olive presses were found within the survey area (see Fig. 12), and
both are presently nonfunctional. The larger of the two was owned by the
Maryeli village church, and sits on the edge of the village nucleus. The
building is now mostly a ruin, although its circular stone press is still in
situ with as many as six millstones scattered around the interior.This mill
was reportedlyin use until approximatelythirty yearsago.47It is constructed
of simple stone masonry without any of the embellishments one associates
with Langadian house masonry (for a discussion of the Langadian masons, see the section on houses, below).48The smaller press building, in the
village center, belonged to the Maryeli family, and is still a well-preserved
building containing a variety of pressing equipment (see Fig. 13). The
building itself is a simple rectangular structure of rubble stone masonry
offering few clues to its construction date. Both presses operated by keeping 10% of the oil produced (5% to the owner, 5% to the press workers).
The leftover olive pulp was used as fuel or pig feed.49
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Figure 13. An upright stone olive
press in the Maryeli family press
house. W. Lee

GRAIN

MILLS

The swiftness and reliability of the Velika River, especially before modern
waterlines began pumping out the water and lowering the river'sflow, made
it an ideal power source for grain mills. Between Palio Loutro (the headwaters of the Velika;see Fig. 14) and the southeast extremity of Maryelaika
there were at least eight mills, two in Maryelaika itself (Fig. 12).5?Once
again the Maryeli family owned one of those mills, and the church, this
time the monastery at Karamitsa, the other. The mills were badly damaged by a flood in 1936, after which the villagers took their grain to Vlasi
or Platanovrysi. The Maryeli family mill was rebuilt and operated until
the 1965 flood, which wiped out all the mills on the upper Velika;with the
decline in regional grain production at that time (discussed below) there
remained no motivation to rebuild, and today both mills are in an advanced state of ruin.
WATER

SUPPLY

AND

MANAGEMENT

Most farming societies dedicate significant effort to making water conveniently available, and such efforts are usually visible in the landscape. A
passing glance at the cities of antiquity attests to the ancient Greeks'
investment in water management, and in the 18th century Scrofani commented on the great ability of both the Greeks and the Turks to manage
water.5'Such ability finds expression even in a small village like Maryeli.52
Within the survey area there are four types of "water artifact":wells, cisterns, springhouses, and water channels/pipelines (see Fig. 14).
Surprisingly,only three wells were detected during the survey.They
are all circular,rubble stone shafts, and are still in use for watering animals.
Variously shaped plaster-lined cisterns are somewhat more common. The
cisterns in this area were not normally used to provide drinking water for
people or animals; instead they functioned to hold and redistribute runoff
into productive fields (especially market gardens). The farmers cut channels upstream from a cistern, diverting water from the seasonal torrents

47. Informationon the decline of
the presswas obtained from interviews.
48. "Langadian"
is the common
anglicizationof Langadini.
49. This presspayment system was
describedin interviews.
50. Aschenbrenner's(1986, p. 13)
studyvillage, Karpofora,had access to a
similarset of mills, the siting of which
he dates to the 18th century.Cf. Bialor
1976, pp.229-230.
51. Scrofani1801, III, p. 88. For the
ancient Greeks'sophisticatedmanipulation of the water supply,see Crouch
1993.
52. Settlement sites were often
determinedby the availabilityof water
(although not always,as Papaflessas
illustrates);see Wagstaff 1982, pp. 78,
81. The founding legend of Maryeli
includes the decisivenessof water in
determininglocation.
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Figure 14. Water facilities. The thick
black line indicates the probable path
of the "Turkishwater channel"; see

note 56. W. Lee

53. Attested by reportand by the
relocationof the outlet pipes.
54. Cf. Bialor 1976, p. 228; Clark
1994-1995, p. 521.

out of the steep-banked creek bottoms and into the cistern, whose outlets
were channeled into the fields. Those cisterns and water channels associated with springhouses performed a similar function of collecting surplus
water for agriculturalpurposes.
Springs have always been fundamental to the Greek view of the land,
and they are often protected carefullyand enhanced by the construction of
springhouses. Maryeli currently has three springhouses. The one in the
center of the village continues to provide a good flow of water, although
apparentlysomewhat less abundantly than formerly.53The present building is a plain, rectangular,concrete structure (essentially a roof supported
by two pillars and a wall, with pipes protruding from the latter). A successful emigrant to the United States sent home the money for its construction in 1948. Representing the first use of concrete in the village, it replaced an older double-arched stone structure.The water, after leaving a
shallow pooling area under the shelter (useful for doing washing and watering animals), passes under the concrete roadwayand gathers in a cistern
from which it can be redirected to nearby gardens and for watering animals. Although the village homes are now supplied with water via a modern pipeline (originating from the Velika headwaters near Palio Loutro),
the central spring continues to be used for watering animals and for some
other domestic chores.54
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Although not exactly from a spring "house,"traces remain of a constructed water channel (now dry) emptying into the dry streambed approximately 250 m northeast of the village. About 50 m uphill from the
stream,the channel originates at a 2.5-m-high, mossy terracewall. Within
memory, this channel carrieda heavy flow of "warm"water that the villagers used for a variety of activities, although not for drinking. This spring
has since dried up, although informants report that four to five years ago a
heavy rain caused it to run again briefly.
The third springhouse, built in August 1994, lies immediately beside
a tributary of the Velika at a place called Kefalovryso ("springhead,"not
the village of the same name), very close to the boundary of Maryelaika
and approximately 1.5 km from any habitations. Several of the local villages (Platanovrysi,Horeftra, and Aristomenis) had designs on this water
supply,planning to set up a pumphouse to use this spring'swater for irrigating fields to the south. The Mayor of Maryeli, VasilisDimitrakopoulos,
hoped to improve his village'sclaim by building a springhouse there, in the
eventual hope of having the government provide a grant for pumping water to Maryeli'solive groves.Three Northern Epirote masons were brought
in at a cost of 350,000 drachmas to build the stone fountain, which required 26 tractorloadsof stone from Aristomenis. This stands as a classic
example of staking claim by improvement;it remains to be seen, however,
who will ultimately win that dispute.
The style of construction also serves notice of how changing aesthetics have affected the landscape.The springhouse in the village center was
reconstructedin concrete in 1948 as a symbol of modernity and progress,
whereas the new one at Kefalovryso was built along traditional lines despite the heavy cost. In this respect the new springhouse reflects a growing
trend in ruralMessenia to celebrate and preserve traditional architecture,
even though it is usually beyond the means of most private individuals to
recreatesuch now-expensive techniques in new buildings.
Neither Papaflessasnor Ayii Apostoloi has springs within the village.
These villages are now supplied by the modern pipeline installed in the
early 1960s, partially indicated in Figure 14 by the line of valve stations.55
Papaflessasformerly relied on the springhouse at the turnoff of the modern road to Maryeli (the springhouse indicated just north of Kato Papaflessas in Fig. 14). The foot- and donkey path leading directly up the hillside from the springhouse to Kato Papaflessasis still quite visible.
Finally, and possibly most revealing of the Turkish influence on this
relatively remote area, the villagers of Maryeli pointed out the very faint
remains of what they call the "Turkishwater channel" (see Fig. 14). Its
visible remnant is a narrow (about 30 cm wide) shallow ditch whose remains frequentlyfade into the ground, and thus proved impossible to trace
over its entire length. Tradition holds that the channel begins at the springs
in Palio Loutro ("oldbath"),snakes around the Papaflessasmountain, cuts
across Maryelaika, and then passes beyond the knowledge of the villagers
near the point where the Maryeli-Aristomenis road crosses the Velika
River.56

Villagers pointed out several locations where they definitely remembered seeing the channel. A search around Palio Loutro revealed not one

55. The stationsshown on Fig. 14
markthe line that suppliesMaryeli and
Ayii Apostoloi. A branchof that line
suppliesPapaflessas.The point of
origin is the Velikaheadwatersat Palio
Loutro.
56. In Fig. 14, water channel
markersalong the length of the
"Turkishwater channel"indicate
attestedor verifiedpoints of its course.
The remainderis suppositionbased on
elevation.The channel may well
actuallyend nearthe crossingof the
Velika,becauseat that point it is
approachingthe same elevationas the
river.I would like to acknowledgethe
assistanceof ProfessorJoost Knauss
from the TechnicalUniversityof
Munich in analyzingthe probable
courseand fate of the water channel.
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but several similarly sized channels, some with simple stone linings still
preserved(such stone is neither apparentnor rememberedelsewhere along
the water channel's length). With this information a probable course for
the channel was plotted, which covered a straight-line distance of 10.1 km
over a total elevation drop of ca. 200 m. The resulting 2% gradient is well
within the norm for an uncovered irrigation or drainage ditch. The assumed course does not, however, maintain that gradient consistently. Such
variations in gradient have created places where the ditch alternately dug
itself deeper or silted up. Presumablythese defects eventually renderedthe
channel inoperable.
Dating a feature such as this channel with any certainty is, of course,
impossible, but the traditional association with the Turks is neither unlikely nor without precedent. The 18th-century travelerScrofani ascribed
to the Moreots the ability to distribute water over distances of "eight, ten
and even twenty miles."57According to Peter Topping, a comparablylong
(8.5-km) example of such a work exists on the plain of Pila, though he is
not exact about its location.58Within the PRAP survey area there is a
similar, though much shorter, water channel associated with Turkish remains near the village of Metamorfosis.5'
57. Scrofani1801, III, p. 88.
58. Topping may be referringto the
channel associatedwith the wellknown aqueductoutside the modern
town of Pylos that carriedwater to the
fort at Neokastro.Topping 1972, p. 77.
59. For a brief discussionof the
evidencefor the Turkish"bath"and
water channel at this location see Davis
et al. 1997, p. 480.
60. Belia 1978; Leake 1830, I,
pp. 354,395-398, and foldout map.
To clarify:the road cutting acrossthe
southwestMessenian peninsulafrom
Kalamatato Navarino (by way of Karpofora) existedin the late 18th century,
but it was not apparentlythe main
route of travel.Both Leake and the
1786 Frenchmilitarysurveydiscussed
by Belia emphasizeAndrousaas the
waypointbetween Kalamataand points
west and north. See also Depping 1830,
II, p. 125, and Bory de Saint-Vincent
1835, unnumberedmap of the Peloponnese.
61. Kremmydas1972, pp. 159,260.
62. See Kremmydas1972, p. 191 for
their importancein the 18th century,
and Kremmydas1980, pp. 84-85 for
their decline and Kalamata'srise.The
roadswere neververy good. The
Venetiansin 1699 complainedabout
the bad roadsaroundNavarino.Siriol
Davies (pers.comm.). See also
McGrew 1985, p. 5.

ROADS

There are two stories to tell regardingwhat are collectively called "roads."
The first involves the long-range routes of communication between major
markets that in turn connect into the wider Messenian network. The second is the development of local pathways and field access routes.Together,
these two stories of road development speak not only to the role of the
village in a broader world and how that broader world has reshaped the
village, but also about changes in the practice of agricultureover time.
REGIONAL

NETWORKS

Travelers'accounts allow a reconstruction of the majorroutes of travel and
communication in southwest Messenia at the start of the 19th century.
The major nodes of communication were Methoni, Koroni, Navarino
(Pylos), Arkadia (Kyparissia),Kalamata,Androusa, Leondari, and on to
Tripolis in the central Peloponnese. A French military report from 1786
and Leake's experience in 1805 both affirm that Androusa was the nexus
of travel through southwest Messenia.60This is essentially the road network as mapped by Vasilis Kremmydas in his work on the 18th-century
Greek economy, and not surprisingly the important road termini correspond to the ports he identified as being the most active centers of commerce.6' By the end of the first third of the 19th century, however, the
declining importance of Androusa (which had lost most of its primarily
Turkish population) and the rising importance of Kalamata led to the
dominance of the direct Kalamata-Navarino route following a path similar to the modern road.
As a not surprising corollary,the condition of the roads leading to
Navarino, Methoni, and Koroni declined as those ports yielded their preeminence to Kalamata during the 19th century.62During his travels in
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1804, William Gell was able to report that some of the bridges on the
Navarino-Gargalianiroadwere still intact, and that the Navarino-Methoni
road was old but "veryperfect, consisting of small stones very well united,
not more than six feet broad-perhaps Venetian."63EdwardDodwell, however, in the same decade found all the bridges on the coastal road north of
Arkadia (Kyparissia)to be broken down.64Shortly after the war for independence, Perdicaris described the last westerly stretch of the KalamataNavarino/Pylos road as "oneof the worst and most perilous roads that is to
be met in the Kingdom of Greece." By 1858, moreover,Wyse described
Messenia's western roads as "quite as wretched as in the worst parts of
Greece,"while Clark for the same period simply said that there were no
practicable roads at all around Navarino and "so Kalamata engrosses all
the export trade of Messenia."65
The early years of the Greek kingdom saw little improvement in the
roadsystem.As of 1913 only some 4,000 km of roadhad been built throughout Greece.66Beginning in 1923 the government began spending $2-3
million annually for roadworkand by 1929 there were 198,000 kilometers
of "highway."67
It was during this period, in 1925, that the Kalamata-Pylos
route was made into an all-season, wagon-width roadway.68And it was
only in the early 1950s, with the funding of the U.S. Aid Mission, that
many of the current wheel-capable access roads were built to reach villages.69

Figure 15. Local intervillage road
networks, early 20th century. Routes
marked have been verified on the
or by testimony. W. Lee

63. Gell 1817, pp.51,53.
64. Dodwell 1819,11, p. 349. He
reckonedit a twenty-hourjourneyon
the coast roadfrom Arkadiato Modon
(Methoni).
65. Perdicaris1845,11, p. 193;
Wyse 1865,11, p. 236; Clark 1858,
p.227.
66. NID 1944,11, pp. 204,212;
Mears (1929, p. 153) claimed there
were only some 500 miles of improved
roadin 1912. Mouzelis (1978, p. 18,
note 90) claims that there were 620
km of roadin 1880 and 2,128 km in
1909.

67. Mears 1929, pp. 153-154.
68. Aschenbrenner1987, p. 109;
1986, pp. 78-88.
69. McNeill 1978, pp. 91-92; Hart
1992, p. 57; Clark 1994-1995, p. 521;
Aschenbrenner1986, pp. 15-16.
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Figure16.Theauthoron a VenetoTurkishbridgenearStrefi.
W. Alexander
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NETWORKS

How and when this regionalroad networkconnectedwith Maryeliand
the surroundingvillagesis not entirelyclear.Some conclusions,however,
are possible (see Fig. 15). Local intervillageroadswere originallysmall
foot- or donkeypaths,laboriouslyconstructedwith a single or a double
wall, creatinga pathwide enoughfor a heavilyladendonkey,and known
as dromakia
or kalderimia.
In someplacestheywerecobbled,andin others
their constantuse and their tendencyto becomewasheshas worn them
down to bedrock.Kalderimiafrequentlyfollow the most directrouteto a
location,with slightregardfor the steepnessof the path,easilytraversable
by donkey.Where a modernroadwill follow a circuitouspath through
valleysor alongthe shouldersof a mountain,a kalderimiwill shoot almost
straightup the mountainside.70
Survivingsectionsof kalderimia
providethe outlineof the olderintervillagelocalnetwork.Combiningthose survivingsectionswith the villagers'memoryof the routesthey followedto differentmarketsearlyin this
centuryallowsa reconstructionof those routes,as foundin Figure15. For
example,travelsouth and west towardthe marketat Hora followedthe
kalderimi(still partiallyintact)that led up the mountainfromMaryelito
Papaflessas.From there, survivingsections-combined with the aerial
photographsof 1945-attest to a connectionto TouloupaHani andfrom
thereto Metamorfosisand on to Hora.Alternatively,a southboundtravelercouldopt for Ayii Apostoloi(remainsof the kalderimibetweenthere
and KatoPapaflessasstill survive),wheretherewas anotherhani,now in
ruins,calledtheHani touBarkas.Fromthere,connectionsexistedto Milioti
or Vlasi.
There area varietyof old intervillageroutesrunningnorth and east
out of Maryelitowardthe lower hill countryand leading eventuallyto
Androusa.Accordingto the villagers,and in some places confirmedby
visibleremains,therewereoncewithinMaryelaikaat leastthreeandpossiblyfourbridgesacrossthe Velika.All of thesebridgesseeminglydateto
theTurkishperiod.71The villagersrememberthem asbeingin ruinsby the
earlypartof this century,theirformersitesthen remainingin use as fords,
keepingthe old roadsin their formerplace.Numerousvillagersrecalled
travelingto nearbyvillagesvia theseroutesandalsorecalledthe passingof
othervillagersthroughMaryelito connectto the routeleadingto the market
70. This is not to say that the
kalderimia are constructedwithout a

carefulregardfor topography,merely
that they take more radicalpaths than
modern roads.
71. The dimensions of the
survivingbridge abutmentspointed
out by the villagersareconsistent with
the kind of bridges found elsewherein
the Peloponneseand describedby
Clark (1858, p. 214) on the road from

Kalamatato Nisi (now Messini) as
"steep-pitched,narrowbridgeswithout
parapets,"that is, not designed for
wagons. An exampleof a large VenetoTurkishbridge survivesoutside the
nearbyvillage of Strefi (see Fig. 16),
and may form an importantlink in the
route to Nisi describedin the text. See
Petronotis 1986, pp. 66, 67 for further
illustrations.
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road, used for travel to the currantmarkets at Nisi
at Hora.72The "main"~
(now Messini) and Petalidi, described by the villagers as having been a
"pebbleroad"or a "narrowpath,"is the one shown in Figure 15 passing by
the Karamitsa Monastery, then briefly following the Velika River until
turning toward Aristomenis.73This route proceeded from Aristomenis
through Diodia, Sterna, Manesi, Spitalion, Pilalistra,Mavrommation, and
then Nisi/Messini (approximately23 kmnon the ground, and remembered
as a six-hour trip with a loaded donkey).
The modernization of these local roads occurred slowly (see Fig. 17).
The existing well-graded dirt road that connects Papaflessas to Maryeli
was built before 1940 by government-sponsored wage-work for the villagers. This road appears on the 1945 aerial photographs, and has changed
little since. The development of a new marketin Aristomenis around 1970
probably indicates how far paved roads had reached by that date. The old
72. Interestingsupportfor this
formerlyextensivemovement between
Maryeli and points north and east is found
in the village register,which, besides
Maryeli and Athens, for the period from
1898 (the earliest)through 1938 lists
birthplacesin Sterna,Voutaina,
Aristomenis,Palio Loutro,Platanovrysi,
and Kefalovryso-all nearbyvillages to the

north or east. revLxov[toYjtP(ov
8-nvo6tov
(KotLv6tsL; Mapyr)Lou), kept in the

village office.
73. Just east of ProfitisIlias, where
the modern roadwinds between two
hills, one can see where the old road
follows a differentroute aroundthe
hills before the routesconvergeagain.
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road north and east out of Maryeli toward Aristomenis was bulldozed to
wagon width in the 1950s. As late as 1982, Papaflessas apparentlymanaged without an asphalt access road.The current east-west road through
Ayii Apostoloi was built by "personalinitiative"in the 1930s, widened for
wheeled traffic later (after the war?), and then paved in the 1970s.74
Even this relatively slow encroachment of modern roadways has had
profound effects on the geography of the region. For Maryeli and the surrounding villages to the north and east, the existence of asphaltroads (Class
1 in Fig. 17) and the availabilityof cars has rerouted communication onto
fewer paths. Traffic out of and into Maryeli now mainly flows along the
single paved road to Aristomenis, more occasionally along the dirt road
from Papaflessas.The village network of kalderimia(Class 4), which formerly reached over bridges across the Velika to neighboring villages, has
been largely replacedby roughly truncated bulldozed field roads (Class 3),
both of which are distinctly discernible as a separateentity cut off from the
broadernetwork.The currentroad system revolves arounda series of larger
trunk roads (Class 2-well-graded dirt or gravel) that branch out from the
village to access the major cultivable areas,tending to peter out either one
field away from the Velika or at the edge of the village territory.Similarly,
the less developed pathways (Classes 3 and 4), which branch out yet further from the trunk lines, tend to die out at the edge of a given field, at the
river,or at the Maryelaika boundary.
The multiple crossings of the Velika are no longer tended, and where
once the villagers of Platanovrysi and Voutaina regularlytraveled through
Maryeli en route to the market at Hora, now they are confined to the asphalt corridorsaround it. While this shift presents no economic hardship,
because the speed of motorized travelon asphalt roads greatly exceeds that
possible on the older direct footpaths, it has changed the way villagers
interact.Where, before, whole families driving flocks or carryinggoods to
and from the market could mingle and socialize in the villages they passed
through, those opportunities have now shrunk to chance meetings on the
streets of the largertowns, and the use of trucks has reduced the number of
people requiredfor those market tasks.75Stanley Aschenbrenner noted a
similar phenomenon at Karpofora. He found that until about 1970,
Karpoforans maintained social and kinship ties almost exclusively with
villages within 6 or 7 km (not counting those who emigrated from the
village). The availabilityof roads greatly broadened that network of relationships,with Kalamata,Messini, and Athens figuringincreasinglyprominently.76

LOCAL

74. The uncertaintyin these dates
arisesfrom the fact that they arebased
on villagers'memories.
75. See abovefor Maryeli's
residents'nativityin nearbyvillages.
76. Aschenbrenner1986, pp. 8-9.
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The founding of Ayii Apostoloi is particularlyrevealingof the consequences
of roads and wheels. The land around Ayii Apostoloi belongs to the twin
villages of Papaflessas(Ano and Kato), and in fact some of the present-day
houses began as seasonal structuresused by the villagers when they came
down to work their lower fields. In the 1960s, in response to the improving road network and the availabilityof buses, a movement developed in
Papaflessas to relocate the village to this lower site, already called Ayii
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Apostoloi after the chapel there. Neither the upland villages nor the proposed lower location had good access to water at that time, but the villagers believed that water could be brought down to Ayii Apostoloi from the
springs at Palio Loutro, as indeed proved the case.
The founding of this new settlement was not without incident, meeting some hostility from some members of the original villages who attempted to block the move. Only after several years and much political
maneuveringwere the residents of Ayii Apostoloi recognized as a de facto
synoikismos,or settlement, although the new village remains an administrative part of the koinotitaof Papaflessas.77
This small community has developed its particularmorphology both
because of the controversyover the move and because of the impact of the
road network. For years the road running through Ayii Apostoloi was the
only wagon-sized, all-season road in the area.Asphalt paving broughtwith
it the all-important public bus route with its connection to Athens, the
center of the nation'spost-World War II economic recovery,and to growing regionalurbancenterslike Kalamata.Participationin the rapidlychanging Greek economy required access to the cities and to those areas that
began to encourage tourism. More and more rural inhabitants now have
cars, but for a long time and to many people, "access"meant the bus. Although it goes without saying that hundreds of pounds of dried fruit cannot be transported to market by bus, government checks or the profits
derived from local markets can-allowing people to take home the enticements of a consumer economy.78
The irresistiblelure of the roadjunction constantly visible from their
old village drew people to Ayii Apostoloi. The efforts of the anti-move
faction within Papaflessas prevented an official acquisition of land for a
nucleatedvillage, which was the pro-move faction's original intent.79Instead, individuals built on land that they alreadyowned in the vicinity, or
improved on already extant seasonal residences. Of necessity, then, the
village of Ayii Apostoloi developed in a scatteredfashion, and given people's
preference for being near the road, it became almost linear in form (see
Fig. 18).8oA new dirt road was bulldozed into the heart of the fields, occasionally following the line of the old kalderimia,to serve those whose plots
did not front on the paved road.
Aschenbrenner has expressed some concern that ethnographers, and
even the Greeks themselves, have overemphasized the role of new roads in
leading to village movement or creation. In his own study village, he argues, the road was but one factor in the creation of Rizomilo, on the modern Kalamata-Pylos road, as an outgrowth of the older home village of
77. There was extensivecontroversy
and factionalismwithin the village over
the questionof the proposedmove. The
dictatesof space here do not allow for a
fullerdiscussionof the internalcomplexities of this controversy.
78. Cf. Aschenbrenner1986, p. 9;
Allen 1976, p. 177.
79. A design for the new village,
contractedin 1981, planned a relatively

traditional(i.e., nucleated)layoutwith
modern improvements.It would have
had its own small road network,a
plateia (villagesquare),and 73 building
plots.
80. In his categorizationof Balkan
settlement types, Beuermannidentifies
the "street-and-linesettlement"as the
arrangementof 25-30 houses along a
road:Beuermann1956, cited in Wag-

staff 1969, p. 310. Beuermannexplained these types of settlementsas
consequencesof wartime refugee
displacementcrystalizingaround
wayside chapelsand hania. Although
Ayii Apostoloi has both of those, it
instead representsa case where the road
itself, coupledwith village factionalism,
dictatedthis style of settlement.
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Karpofora.Aschenbrenner cites other factors such as the desire for a new
home or a largerlot, but nevertheless the location of the road determined
both the physical location and the layout of the new village.
81. Wagstaff 1965b; Petronotis
1986; Stedman 1996; Clark 19941995; Hart 1992; Mikeli 1981; Moutsopoulos 1993. Also helpful is Konstantinopoulos1983. Fred Cooper
of the Universityof Minnesota is
currentlyconductinga surveyof
medievalthroughmodernvernacular
architecturein the Peloponnese,
althoughno detailshave as yet been
published.See http://clvl.cla.umn.edu/
marwp.index.html.There are numerous
local studies of vernaculararchitecture
for other regions of Greece (particularly
the north and the islands)but they are
not applicableto this study.
82. The chronologyof house details given in Fig. 20 is derivedfrom
lintel dates,interviews,Petronotis1986,
and Konstantinopoulos1983. A more
detaileddescriptionof the houses
and the chronologicalreconstruction
brieflydescribedhere will be available
in the Web site catalogue(http://
classics.lsa.umich.edu/PRAP.html).
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Traditional architecture is a relatively well-studied field in Greece; this
description of the houses in and around Maryeli adds regional details to
an existing broader picture.8"This particularanalysis also shows how the
architectureof one smallvillage has developed in responseto outside forces.
Homes in Maryeli, like the crops the villagerschose and the fields in which
they grew them, changed in response to national and international pressures.Within the survey area,there are essentially two groups of residential structures:the dense grouping of "traditional"houses comprising the
nucleated village of Maryeli, and the scattering of seasonal residences belonging to Papaflessas, around which coalesced the new village of Ayii
Apostoloi (see Figs. 18 and 19).
MARYELI

S

HouS

ES

There is a relativelyclear pattern of chronological development and elaboration in the construction techniques of Maryeli's houses (see Fig. 20).82
That pattern, as we shall see, particularlywhen viewed in conjunction with
the periods of active building, reflects Maryeli's participation in the larger
economic and demographic trends of Greece. Working from travelers'
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descriptions of Peloponnesian homes, from other architecturalstudies in
Arkadia, the Argolid, and central Greece, and from the testimony of the
villagers, we can tentatively date the oldest extant buildings in the village
to the early part of the 19th century.3 Those houses follow a classic Peloponnesian design, designated by Petronotis as an anogokatogomakrynari:a
narrow rectangular plan divided into two rooms, with a half-basement
where the slope of the hill allowed (see Figs. 21 and 22).84
Virtually all of Maryeli's houses, including these earliest ones, have
some exterior details in common. The walls are rubble stone masonry anchored on the corners, and at the door and window frames, by larger cut
stone blocks. All of the roofs are tiled, in recent yearswith different forms
of tile. Although there is wide variety in some particular details, this
general style of masonry is distinctive of Peloponnesian traditional architecture and characteristicof the work practiced by groups of traveling masons.
In Maryeli the villagers claim that their houses were built by the
Langadian masons-probably the most prolific group of traveling builders in the Peloponnese." The Langadians reached the peak of their dominance of the building trade in the late 19th century.After the first decade
of the 20th century,their numbers dwindled rapidly due to changing economic conditions and their own out-migration (primarilyto America).86
Maryeli is geographically somewhat remote from the Langadian home
village of Langadia in Arkadia (some 80 km as the crow flies), and was less
of an economic draw than the busier centers of Messenia. As a result, we
would predict a relativelylate arrivalof Langadian-built homes to Maryeli,
or at most only a few dating before the late 19th century. Similarly,there
should be few from after about 1920, when the Langadians'numbers had
dropped off significantly.87The lintel dates and other clues we have sup83. Randolph1689, p. 19;Jameson,
Runnels,and van Andel 1994, p. 133;
Williams 1820,11, p. 228; Clark
1858, pp. 263-265; Barrington1850,
pp. 170-171; Perdicaris1845,11, p. 79.
These travelers'descriptionsare in accordwith the conclusionsof Argyris
Petronotis(1986, p. 18 and passim)in
his study of Arkadiantraditionalarchitecture.They also dovetailwell with
Stedman'sstudy (1996) of severalvillages in centralGreece, Clark'sstudyin
Methana (1994-1995), and Hart'sin
Zarakas(1992). Note that the "oldest"
houses in Maryeli uniformlylack lintel
stone dates, the earliestof which is
1869.
84. Hart (1992, pp. 58-62) outlines
a similarhouse layoutfor her village in
Zarakas,and while she establishesa
sequenceof development,she does not
pin it to actualdates.Wagstaff defines

this whole class of house styles as a
"mountainhouse,"but his definitionis
not as specificas Petronotis'.Wagstaff
1965b, p. 60.
85. See Konstantinopoulos1983
for an outline of the activitiesand reach
of the Langadianmasons.The Langadians are also creditedwith building the
homes of nearbyKarpofora(savethree).
Aschenbrenner1986, pp. 12, 86.
86. Konstantinopoulos1983,
pp. 94-96.
87. Veryfew new homes were built
in Maryeli afterabout 1920, until after
1973, when the availabilityof concrete
led to the complete replacementof
one home in concrete,discussedbelow.
That one home, like similarlyconstructednew homes in Ayii Apostoloi
(also discussedbelow), is significantly
largerthan the older homes.
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Figure23. Elevationof a four-room
anogokatogo-style
house, structure
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Figure24. Plan of a four-room
anogokatogo-style
house, structure
1035. R. J. Robertson
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88. There is no way to prove that all
of the houses showing this generalstyle
were Langadian-built,but many probablywere. At least two of the village
houses (structures1010 and 1042) have
tile rosettes,which, accordingto Petronotis, were a particularsignatureof the
Langadians;Petronotis 1986, p. 68.
Lintel dates may indicate date of marriage and not the date of construction.
In at least one case in Maryeli, a lintel
date indicated the addition of an upper
floor to an older structure.Generally,
however,when lintel dates existed, the
villagerswere able to connect them to
actualconstruction.
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port that chronology.88For convenience, however, throughout this article
all houses built with the distinctive cut stone corners are described as
"Langadian."
By the middle of the 19th century,Maryeli's homes began to undergo
some elaboration both in the plan and in the details of construction. The
narrow rectangulardesign expanded to allow for four rooms (see Figs. 23
and 24). Along with the enlarging of the floor plan came enhancements in
the masonry--including the innovation of archedbasement entrances and
door frames built two cut-stones wide (referredto as "double stone door
frames").Additionally, a much more sophisticated basement construction
appeared.In the new design, half of the under-house space consisted of a
conical stone barrelvault, built into the upper slope and under the room
with the fireplace (see Fig. 24).
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TABLE 1. HOUSES

BUILT IN MARYELI,

A

A-B

1800-1850

No. houses built

4

B

B-C

1850-1900

2

4

E. LEE

BY PERIOD
C

C-D

1900-1920

10

9

D

E

F

1920-1940 1940-1973

3

In the first two decades of the 20th century,furtherimprovements appeared.89Some of the houses were now built in an L-shape, with the crook
of the "L"enclosed as a courtyard.Some of the largerbuildings now began
to have finished ground-floor rooms, as opposed to merely unfinished storage or stable space. This period also saw the appearanceand proliferation
of elevated balconies. Many of these homes bear witness to the full scope
of the Langadians'creative skills in the use of various kinds of arches over
doors and windows, and in the insertion of tile vents through the stonework along the roofline.90
After about 1920 there was a significant dropoff in the number of
houses built in Maryeli (see Table 1: categories C-D), a dropoff that (as
we will see) coincided both with a significant fall in currant production
and with the decreasing availabilityof Langadian masons." The relatively
few homes that have been built since then mostly reflect the availabilityof
modern materials (airbrick, concrete, cinderblock, corrugated vinyl
roofing), securely dating them to a period afterWorld War II. Maryeli has
one completely new building constructed in reinforced concrete, built on
the site of a preexisting building. Ready availabilityof modern materials
has also led several villagers to add to or renovate their houses, making
them "conglomerate"in their building materials.Traditional elements are
visible, but modern additions have obscuredmany featuresthat might have
allowed a more precise dating.92
Within or quite close to the village, there are few completely nonresidential buildings (discounting small sheds built immediately adjacent to
the houses). There are two olive-press buildings (discussed above), one
family "chapel,"a village office (formerly the school), and a church associated with the village cemetery. Even the two village kafenia(coffeehouses)
operate out of houses rather than from separate structures.
In general terms, the state of the homes in the village may be described as follows: There are 43 buildings that are now or were once residences. At present, 25 are still actively used as dwellings or are maintained
for that purpose-often remaining empty, with their owners residing in
Athens or elsewhere. The declining population has left 10 houses completely unused or in ruins. One is being restored, one is under construction, and eight have been converted into sheds or stables.The decision of
whether to abandon a building or to reuse it seems to depend entirely
upon the family'scontinued presencein the village ratherthan the structure's
age; some of the oldest buildings are still lived in or used in some fashion.
Before I proceed to describe the other major cluster of houses in this
study, those around Ayii Apostoloi, two other dwellings are worth mentioning. In general, the villagers of Maryeli did not use seasonal residences
(kalyves).Their fields were neither so far away nor so difficult to reach as
to require actual in-field residences, as opposed to mere shelters. Infor-

3

1

1

89. Clark (1994-1995, pp. 516-519)
found similardevelopmentsin Methana over the mid-19th centuryto the
early20th, althoughwithout as much
change in floor plan.
90. "Tile vents"are holes in the
masonry,lined with tile and placedjust
below the roofline of the house, which
allow rising hot air to escape.
91. Clark (1994-1995, p. 524)
found a paralleldropoffin house
constructionin Methana after 1911
and up until 1948.
92. For similarpostwararchitectural
developmentsin other villages,see
Allen 1976, pp. 186-187; Aschenbrenner1986, p. 86; Hart 1992, pp. 5862; Clark 1994-1995, pp. 519-522.
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mants report that there were, however, a couple of such residences at the
extreme edge of Maryelaika near the monastery. One of these, destroyed
in the flood of 1964/1965, was constructed to house the seasonal labor
hired by the Maryeli family.The other dwelling outside the nucleated village is the so-called contagion house, apparently built by the villagers to
house a victim of tuberculosis. Isolated on a knoll amidst Maryeli's fields
(see Fig. 18), it was built "sometimebefore World War II"of simple rubble
stone-and-mortar construction, and is today in ruins.
AYii

93. Clark (1994-1995, p. 513)
found that kalyvesin Methana were
built in high-elevation fields in the
period beforevillagerscould afford
even to purchasedonkeys and thus
commute to their fields.

APOSTOLOI

South of Maryeli lies a group of fields where villagers from Papaflessas
have built a number of scattered seasonal residences for use during heavy
periods of labor.93Although some now lie in ruins, over the last thirty
years some of these kalyves have been transformed into permanent residences while other new houses have been added with the development of
the synoikismosof Ayii Apostoloi (see above). Specifically, there are ten
buildings in this area that were probably once used as seasonal residences.
Two are in ruins, four are still used for occasional siestas, for storage, or for
stables, while four others have been enlarged or incorporated into full- or
nearlyfilll-time residences.Few featuresallow us to date Papaflessas'kalyves,
but from a villager'sremarks,one building could be approximately80 years
old (see Fig. 25).
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Most of these kalyvesare simple rubble-and-mortar masonry. A few
have Langadian "touches"such as cut stone corners, although these are
done more crudely than those of the homes of Maryeli. These structures
are often found in association with alonia or with threshing floors, as are
other nonresidential field buildings in this area.These buildings are concentrated in the many small valleys that dissect the region, and often sit on
well-drained knolls above a watercourse.
All ten seasonal residences discussed above were built before the introduction of concrete (ca. 1948); all are constructed of stone rubble,with
occasional later modern modifications. In other words, the need for new
seasonal residences ceased at least before the introduction of concrete, or
at the earliest, around the time of World War II. The decline of seasonal
residences presumably resulted from the failing population followed by
the increased availabilityof motorized transport.
As for the modern homes of Ayii Apostoloi, they exemplify a trend
today common to many areasof southwest Messenia. When a new house
goes up outside traditionalvillage boundaries, it tends to follow a particular design, here called the compound. The houses are usuallywidely spaced
from each other and are inside large fenced compounds, rather than the
small walled courtyardscharacteristicof older village homes. Usually the
inside of the compound is heavily cultivated.In Ayii Apostoloi the relative
scarcityof water has favored"dry"cultivation (olives, vines) although some
people have chosen to create vegetable gardens. The houses are framed
with reinforced concrete, filled in with airbrick,plastered over, and alternatively flat-roofed or tiled, according to the resourcesof the owner. Generally these homes are much larger than traditional stone homes: in part
owing to the amenability of concrete and brick to larger-scale construction, in part owing to the greateravailabilityof space outside the nucleated
village, and overall reflecting the growing affluence of Greece itself Unusually,in Ayii Apostoloi the homes are mostly single-story, whereas elsewhere in southwest Messenia, even if in an unfinished state, they are clearly
meant to be two-story. The compounds provide ample space for the proliferation of small, cheaply made outbuildings; cinderblock construction
with corrugated steel roofs is especially common.

CROP SELECTION AND AGRICULTURAL
PRODUCTION
Although a wide range of agricultural and pastoral practices have been
known in Messenia-including the cultivation of grapes, fodder crops,
marketvegetables, silk, and more-the region'smost consistent and bestdocumented products have been currants,wheat, olives, and figs; they will
constitute the core of this study.94The sources for a regional history of
94. Focusingon these four products
allowsus to take the longest possible
view of Messenian agriculture,because
they have persistedthe longest within
our two-centuryframe of reference.
While other crops (e.g., silk) may have
enjoyedperiods of prominence,these
four are our best indicatorsof long-

term regionalagriculturaltrends.The
natureof the evidence is admittedly
weighted towardthem becauseof their
use as exportsat varioustimes;travelers
(and consularrepresentatives)emphasized those items that broughtwealth
throughtrade.
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agriculturalproduction before the end of the 18th century are slim.95What
is clear, however, is that well before 1800, the Peloponnese, and perhaps
Messenia in particular,had begun to participate seriously in a domestic
and international agriculturalmarket, owing largely to the suitability of
Messenian produce for export.96Admittedly, to speak of Messenia as an
export region in the 18th century does not mean that every locale within
Messenia fully participated. Production for export varied from locale to
locale. Fig cultivation, for example, remained confined during this period
to a fairly narrowgeographic area in and around the Pamisos River valley
(e.g., Kalamata and Androusa). Oil and grain, while more broadly based,
still varied according to a locale's ability to produce sufficient surplus for
market.
Commercial agriculture continued in the early 19th century, when
Leake observed how, despite the inadequacyof the road network, Kalamata
served not only as the external port for much of the surroundingarea,but
also as the
chief place for the interchangeof commoditiesbetween the interiorof
the Morea and the Southerncoast. A fair is held every Sunday,at
which maize, wheat, barley,cheese ... arebrought for sale from the
districtsof Karitena,Londari,Arkhadia,Andrussa,Tripolitza,and
Mistra.97

Thus, even before the War of Independence, Maryeli was situated within
what was potentially a relatively commercialized area of Greece.
After independence the trend of Messenian commercialized agriculture continued, combined with subsistence production, although there was
a decline in the ability of the areato produce sufficient wheat for export.98
Perdicaris,writing in 1845, confirmed the relative prosperity of Messenia
in his comparison of the abundantmarketsof Kalamatawith the depressed
areas of Arkadia and the Mani.99 Nevertheless, by the end of the 18th
century, the commercial strength of the Messenian ports had alreadyde95. Although Messenian commercial agriculturepredatesthe 18th
century,that subjectlies beyond the
scope of this paper.Methoni and
Koroniwere criticalports on Venetian
routesto and from the Levant in the
14th and 15th centuries,and in the late
17th centuryMessenia was exporting
significantquantitiesof produceto
Venice,particularlyolive oil. Siriol
Davies (pers.comm.).
96. This statementis based on an
analysisof cropproductionfiguresfor
southwestMessenia found in a variety
of sources.See Belia 1978, pp. 284285, and also the detailedaccounts
of SaverioScrofaniand F. C. H. L.
Pouqueville,discussedin combination
with other evidenceby Kremmydas
(1980). Additionally,Leake'searly-

19th-centuryaccountsprovideregional
details.Maryeli'slocation at the nexus
of the Venetianand Ottoman provinces
of Methoni, Navarino,and Andrussa
dictatesan examinationof all three
regions.In general,however,20thcenturyMaryeli'sagriculturalpatternis
more akin to that of the Kalamataupland region (i.e., Androusa)than to
Pylia (i.e., Navarino).See also McGrew
1985, pp. 5-6. Furtherevidencefor the
commercializationof Messenian agriculturecomes from Kremmydas'study
of commercein 18th-centuryPeloponnesian ports. He found that the five key
ports were Patras,Nafplia,Navarino,
Methoni, and Koroni (Kalamataand
Petalidiwere still minor ports at this
time). Of those, the three Messenian
entrepotscombined to outweigh any

other port, making southwest Messenia
a majorcenterof the exporttrade.The
significanceof these figuresarisesfrom
the close proximityof the three Messenian ports, all servicinga relatively
small area,unlike Patrasand Nafplia,
each of which serviceda much larger
hinterland.Kremmydas1972, p. 29.
Petalidiis not much of a port now,but
in the late 19th and early20th century
it held tremendousimportancein the
Messenian currantmarket.
97. Leake 1830, 1, p. 346.
98. Productionfiguresare available
for 1835 in Strong 1842, p. 127. For
1860, figuresarefrom Mansolas 1867,
pp. 75,78.
99. Perdicaris1845, 11, p. 172.
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clined relative to Patrasand Corinth, despite Kalamata'sgrowth and eventual dominance in Messenia.'00
To sum up: the products of southwest Messenia (particularlywheat,
olives, and figs) were in international demand and were availablein some
surplus, prior to independence. The Messenian market share of exports
from the Morea declined as the 18th century ended, however, and as the
19th century advanced,the curranttrade originally centered in the northern Peloponnese came to dominate the wider Peloponnesianand Messenian
economy.
The most significant local development underlying all these changes
in crop choice and commercial marketing was the radical change in land
tenure and distribution that followed the Greek War of Independence.
When Leake described the state of the Messenian countryside around
Androusa (which included Maryeli), he attributed the "usual aspect of
Turkishdesolation"to the tsiftlik systemwhich predominatedin that area.0'
Although a complex, variable,and evolving institution, tsiftliks (or ciftliks)
in this period in the Peloponnese were commercially run estates on land
granted by the Ottoman state, but long since free of the state's interference. The growth of the landlords'independence led them to make harsher
and harsher demands on the peasant sharecropperswho worked the land.
These demands are often blamed for a general movement of population
from the lowlands to the mountains in the 18th century.102
By the end of
the 19th century,things were very different. Although there is some disagreement in modern scholarship, landholding is agreed to have become
much more broadly based, thanks to Greek land-redistributionprojects in
1835 and 1871. According to FrederickStrong'sstatisticalstudy of Greece,
published in 1842, the Department of Pylia'sworking population was 57%
"agriculturalists"(farm labor), while 11% were small landed proprietors
and 0.3% were large landholders.'03The British consul in Patras,writing
in 1891, described the peasants of mid-century as having been primarily
pastoral,whereas in his time they had become landed proprietors.He attributed this change to the land distribution and to the success of farmers
in converting that land to currantproduction.104
Unfortunately,it will probablynever be possible to determine whether
the lands in and aroundMaryeliwere included in the redistributionschemes
of 1835 and 1871 (although it is worth remarkingthat the majorityof the
Peloponnese was). The 1835 law was extremely unsuccessful, resulting in
100. Kremmydas1980, pp. 84-85;
see also Leake 1830, I, p. 346.
101. Leake 1830, I, p. 353.
102. Sutton 1988, p. 190. This supposed movementof populationis disputed by Frangakisand Wagstaff
(1987). For a good generaldiscussionof
the tsiftlik system,see Stoianovich
1953.
103. Strong 1842, p. 186. It is worth
pointing out that the neighboring
Departmentof Messenia (not the
modern inclusiveNomarch of Mes-

senia) was much more balanced,with
38%agriculturalists,44%smalllanded
proprietors,and 1.3%largelandholders.
The Peloponneseas a whole was,
respectively,47%,20%,and 1.4%.
104. BCR for 1891, pp. 8-9. The
history of the redistributionof land
afterindependenceis describedin McGrew 1985. The question of whether
the Peloponnesebecame dominatedby
small landholdersor remainedin the
grip of largerlandlordsand merchants
is debated.Franghiadis,for example,

makes a strong case that wealthier
farmersworked aroundthe distribution
laws to gathermore land into fewer
hands, convertingmany smaflholders
into sharecroppers.It remainstrue,
however,that the Peloponneseexperienced a significant,if incomplete,shift
in favorof the peasantsmaflholders.
See Franghiadis1990, pp. 80-83;
Sutton in Wright et al. 1990, p. 597;
Mouzelis 1978, pp. 11-16; Seferiades
1999, pp. 281-285; Sutton 1988,
p.193.
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only 1% of available national lands being redistributed, and only 6,970
stremmata in Ep. Pylia.105Additionally, in a study of the occupations of
998 men sworn into state service in Messenia between 1851 and 1860, the
Demos of Voufrasou(which included Maryeli and Papaflessas)appearsto
have been behind other areasof Messenia in the privateownership of land.
In Messenia as a whole, 775 office-holders were characterized as "landowners"(ktimatiai), while only 70 were listed as "farmers"(yeoryi)-apparently individualswho worked on rented land. In Voufrasou,however,only
2 of 26 were landowners, and the rest farmers (with one "other").'06
The
redistribution law of 1871 was much more successful, and it is very possible that Maryeli'sfarmersbenefited from that round of land distribution.
CURRANTS

How much effect this land redistribution had upon Maryeli can be determined only by returning to the history of currantfarming in the Peloponnese. The northern coast of the Peloponnese had long been known for its
currants,but the crop remained largely restricted to that region until after
independence.'07Independence, its success as a cash crop, and land redistribution all combined to foster the spread of currant production in the
Peloponnese.108The major change in the international currant market,
however, occurred in 1877. In that year French vineyards were first seriously damaged by phylloxera,raising demand for Greek currantsfrom 881
tons (English) in 1877 to 70,401 tons in 1889.109 Ironically,this disasterin
France occurred just in time to save the Greek currant farmers from a
disastrous overproduction.The land redistribution in 1871 had dramatically increased new plantings of currants,all of which began to bear fruit
in 1876-1877 (newly planted currantsrequire5-7 yearsbefore bearing)."10
The new French demand created an inflated price, and Greek farmers
hurried to borrow money to buy yet more land, to plant yet more currants.
It was during this period that farmersin Messenia and the rest of the
southern Peloponnese began to move wholeheartedly to the currant;the
lesser-quality, lower-priced fruit produced in the south was perfect for
wine blending."' To give just one example, Karpofora,the Messenian village studied by Aschenbrenner,planted its first currantsin 1880.112 Alexis
Franghiadisattributesthe steep rise in the Messenian population in 18611891 to the migration of peasants from the interior highlands down onto
105. Of the 17,400,000 stremmata
of nationalland in the Peloponnesein
1833 (3,300,000 more were private,with
their sum being the total areaof the
Peloponnese),by 1857 only 189,351
stremmatahad been redistributedor
sold to privatepersons.Of those, 6,970
were in Ep. Pylia, 3,7500 in Triphyllia,
and a mere 1,351 in Ep. Messenia. McGrew 1985, pp. 87, 173-174. See also
Strong 1842, p. 220. (The stremma[pl.
stremmata]is the traditionalGreek
measureof farmland,and its modern
version [since 1829] is equivalentto 0.1

hectares.)
106. Giannakopoulos1991-1992,
pp. 328, 346-348.
107. There is some confusionas to
exactlywhen large-scalecurrantfarming
was introducedin Messenia. Strong's
1840 surveyof currant-producingregions
definitelyexcludedMessenia, although
Mansolas'publicationof agriculturalstatistics for 1860 indicatesthat Messenia
had shifted 36,159 stremmatato currant
fields. Strong 1842, p. 174; Mansolas
1867, pp. 72-73.
108. Much of the following (except

where otherwise noted) derivesfrom
the descriptionof the currantcrisisin
BCR for 1891-1894, passim.
109. Until the Frenchcrisis,the
crop had been exportedprimarilyto
England, and to secondarymarketsin
the U.S. and elsewherein Europe.
Demand had increased,but at a
relativelyslow pace.
110. Burlumi1899.
111. Franghiadis1990, pp. 26-27.
112. Aschenbrenner1972, p. 49;
1986, p. 12.
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the coastal,and relativelyunoccupied,lands of Messenia in orderto participate in the currantboom."3 The explosion of currantproduction even led
to the cutting down of olive groves to make way for the new cash crop."14
The decision to switch cultivable land to currantswas not one made
lightly, despite the apparentlyrising value of currantsas a cash crop.The
labor requirements for currants (as for all viticulture) were significantly
higher than for competing crops. It has been calculated that currantsrequired 14.5 nine-hour work days per stremma, whereas wheat required
only 2.6 and olives only 3.5.115This calculation does not include the additional preparatorywork necessary to ready some fields for viticulture, such
as terracing. Currantsrequired a much greater investment in shaping the
land than did cereals or pastoralism. In areas like Maryeli, the expansion
of cultivable area beyond subsistence needs pushed currantsup the steep
113. Franghiadis1990, p. 31. Renhillsides and mandated the building and maintaining of ever more ternell Rodd,writing in 1892, described
races."16Abandoned vineyards, and other areas around Maryeli pointed
the Messenian plain as the most prosperousagriculturalareain the Peloponout by the villagers as former currantfields, occupy sometimes startlingly
nese. Rodd 1892, pp. 66-67.
steep hillsides. Finally, all that investment in labor and capital had to wait
114. BCR for 1892.
five to seven years from planting to the first full harvest. None of these
115. Pepelasisand Yotopoulos1962,
difficulties deterred Peloponnesian farmers from moving to currantprop. 164. See also Wagstaff 1965c. I have
duction, particularlyduring the boom caused by the disaster in France.
used the calculationsfor 1955, and have
The significant labor investment in currantsmay in fact help explain why
added together the workdaysof man
and "supplementary"
(women, elders,
the farmers tenaciously held onto this crop even in the much less certain
The
coefficients
children).
representthe
times to follow.
numberof nine-hourworkdaysper
Unfortunately, French demand did not remain at a steady rate. Restremmato producethe volume of agricovering from the phylloxeraoutbreak,the French in 1892 began restrictculturaloutput for that year.These coing the importation of currants.Prices throughout Greece fell so far that
efficientsarevariabledependingupon
production costs in 1893 exceeded the selling price."17Messenian currant
the yield (the largerthe harvest,the
more time necessaryto processit), but
growerswere particularlyhard-hit since the traditionalmarketin England
they serve as a good comparative
for the currantas a dried fruit in mincemeat pies and currantloaves prebaseline.
ferred the more succulent fruit produced in the northern Peloponnese.
116. Franghiadis1990, pp. 76-77.
The "currantcrisis"quickly became severe enough to warrantgovernment
117. BCR for 1893, pp. 6-9.
intervention."18
118. In 1896 the Greek government
tried to restrictthe supplyof currants,
Notwithstanding the crisis and government attempts to limit producand therebyincreasethe price,by itself
tion, the currantretained a dominant role in the local agriculturaleconomy.
buying up the surplus.This retention
Peloponnesian production of the fruit began to level out in the early years
law,and the 1899 establishmentof a
of the 20th century, but Messenia saw a rapid increase in the years after
currantbank,met with limited success.
1913 (see Fig. 26). While World War I dramatically restricted Greece's
In 1905 the governmentestablisheda
ability to marketits currants,it also saw an initial steep rise in their price."19 privilegedtwenty-yearmonopoly to
guaranteea minimum price;at the same
Despite market uncertainty, high prices encouraged Messenian farmers
time, the governmentalso restrictedthe
who had not alreadygone over to currantsto do so. In the postwar years
expansionof currantplantations.BCR
those prices were maintained artificially through export limitations. Alfor 1905.
though the nominal price of currants remained high, farmers were in119. See Mazower 1991, pp. 51-53,
creasingly unable to sell their entire crop at the listed price. Eventually
79-83 for the currantmarketduring
World War I. Aschenbrenner(1986,
even those prices could not be sustained, particularlyin the face of falling
p. 12) noted a wave of new currant
British demand and rising Californian and Australian competition. The
plantingsin Messenia beginning in
price and production boom lasted through the 1920s, but the huge fall in
1910.
prices associated with the Great Depression in the early 1930s led to a
120. Mazower 1991, p. 85; Mears
seriesof violent outbursts,even rebellions,by Peloponnesianand Messenian
1929, pp. 64-66; Seferiades1999,
currantgrowers in 1934/1935.120
pp. 297-298, 317-320.
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Despite this boom-and-bust market, currantproducers were slow to
change crops. The labor investment in vineyards, together with the vivid
memory of boom times, helped currantsto persist in the countryside, and
Greek and Messenian currantproduction continued unabated right up to
the eve of World War

JJ 121

Maryeli and its neighboring communities entered the currantmarket
around the beginning of the 20th century.Presumablythe relativeremoteness of Maryeli and the surroundingcommunities initially insulated them
from the regional move to currants.Exactly when they began to grow currantsis unclear,but the 1911 statistics for the Koinotita Kondogoni (which
included Maryeli; Kondogoni, soon to be renamed Papaflessas; and
Maniaki; hereafter K. Kondogoni) showed 634 stremmata alreadyunder
mature currants.122Those 634 stremmata should be compared to the 749
stremmata of wheat under cultivation at the same time. The surrounding
Demos of Voufrados had already had a somewhat longer experience of
currantproduction, for it was represented in the bylaws of the society of
Messenian currantgrowersin 1898.123Village memory unequivocallypoints
to currantsas the primary cash crop of the pre-World War II era, and it is
significant that Maryeli and the surroundingregion peaked demographically during this period (see Fig. 6). ParallelingMaryeli's turn to currants
and the simultaneous demographic expansion was the rapid appearanceof
many of the well-crafted stone-masonry homes in Maryeli during the period from 1900 to 1920 (see Table 1).
121. A similaradherenceto a cash
crop with a history of boom times is
documentedfor earlycolonial Virginia
and the productionof tobacco.The initially high prices savedthe colony and
saw virtuallyeverypropertiedcolonist
invest in tobacco farming.The laterfall
in prices had only a minimal impact on
total productionand the colony strug-

gled to find ways to recreatethe boom
times. Morgan 1975, pp. 108-130.
122. Although the deme system
was not abolisheduntil 1912, the 1911
agriculturalstatisticswere reported
accordingto the new koinotita system,
presumablybecausepublicationdid not
occuruntil 1914. Chouliarakes19731976,11, pp. 32-33; GSE 1911.

The word koinotitaor kinotisis often
consideredto indicate one village,but
actually,especiallyduringthis period,
it could encompassseveralvillages
under one administrativeunit.
123.Kazoracacrtx6ov
woo araqu$txov
Meaumvt'a6
p. 3.
ZVv8cqupov
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The history of the other three principal crops in the period up to World
War II is somewhat less clear, in part because of the dominance of currants. Wheat's very ubiquity has reduced its visibility in the historical
record.'24Its universal presence in the landscape in the past led observers
to comment on it only when it was produced in sufficient abundance for
export. Wheat clearly outweighed, however, any other cereals in this century in the region around Maryeli. In the 18th century wheat was also an
important Peloponnesian export, declining in the early 19th century.The
expansion of the currantmarket,and the success of the peasantry'sparticipation in it, led to another decline in grain production toward the end of
the 19th century,although wheat of course remained a subsistence crop.'25
Motivation to plant cereals continued to be undercut by the government's
tithe on grain, which lasted until 1880.126The availabilityof cash from the
selling of currants also allowed the peasants to consume their own grain
ratherthan sell it to the cities (and further switch land from grain to other
crops), and the urban areas consequently began to have to import grain
from outside Messenia.'27
With the end of the tithe, and with the 1893 currant bust, wheat
began to regain importance. It was, however,planted on fallow land rather
than as an actual replacement for currants.'28In K. Kondogoni in 1911, of
the 2,044 cultivated stremmata reported, 749 were in wheat (36%), the
largest single item (see Table 2). Wine grapes and currantsfilled most of
the remaining fields. In the rest of the Peloponnese, wheat also continued
to be the dominant crop (as measured by stremmata in production).'29
The beginning of the 20th century,however,representedthe pre-World
War II peak for Messenian wheat production. Wheat production soon
began to slide due to ongoing investment in currants(currantproduction
rose in almost direct proportion to wheat's decline; cf. Figs. 26 and 27),
combined with the Balkan Wars of 1912-1913 and World War I. Other
scholars, noting the disruption that occurredin all aspects of national agricultural output during this period, have attributed the decline to the
mobilization of soldiers, the fighting in northern Greece, requisitioning,
and the malnutrition of remaining farmers due to wartime shortages.'30

124. K. Kondogoni had 749
stremmataof wheat in 1911, only 2
stremmataof barley,and no other
cerealsor pulses.This dominanceof
wheat appliesto the region at large,if
less obviously,and continued through
1961; GSE 1911; NSSG (Atlas),
pp.303-306.
125. BCR for 1880; Franghiadis
1990, p. 50.
126. Other cropswere not so taxed,
and the bureaucraticinefficiencyof the
system led to waste, as grain rotted
waiting for the collector;BCR for
1880.
127. Franghiadis1990, pp. 36-37.
128. BCR for 1903, pp. 3-4.
129. GSE 1911.
130. Mazower 1991, p. 52.
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TABLE 2. STREMMATA
Stremmataof
K. Kondogoni
Voufrados
Workdaycoefficient
per stremmata

Wheat

IN CULTIVATION
OtherCereals

FOR TWO REGIONS

Currants

WineGrapes

YoungVines

749

2

634

539

99

11,598

7,191

4,952

3,592

600

14.5

7.5

2.6

IN 1911
Olives

Figs

927

305

3.5

12.1

Messenian farmers at this time, however, radicallyincreased currantoutput, indicating not a lack of ability to farm so much as a conscious decision
to keep up their cash crops. The need for subsistence production was beginning to pale compared to the attractions of the market.
In the 1920s and 1930s a growing Peloponnesian population brought
more and more land under cultivation, and technological improvements
increased the wheat yield.'3' More importantly,and just in time to make a
differenceduringthe coming worldwide depression,the Greek state stepped
up incentives for wheat production, inspired by a fear of a repeat of the
instability demonstrated during World War I and the famines and food
shortages it engendered.32 The government'sefforts bore the desired fruit,
with the area devoted to wheat cultivation rising by 46.7% from the late
1920s to the early 1930s.'33This is the era remembered by the villagers as
that when grain and currants were "everywhere."Given the population
peak reached in this period (Fig. 6), and the cash motivations to increase
cultivated area (initially for currants,and then for grain after 1928), it is
almost certain that the early 1930s were the years when the expansion of
Maryeli's cultivable land through terracing reached its greatest extent.
OLIVES

AND

FIGS

Olives do not appear at all in the 1911 agricultural statistics for
K. Kondogoni, and are quite minor in the rest of the Demos of Voufrados
(see Table 2). Nor does the region around Maryeli have examples of the
very old, gnarled olive trees common to other areasof Messenia.'34These
indicators would seem to contradict the traditional notion of nearly universal olive oil production in Messenia, but the two olive presses associated with the village may help clarify this seeming contradiction. The
smaller, family-owned press building, dateable to the late 19th or early
20th century, and too small to contain animal-driven presses, may represent an era of small-scale household production of olive oil, production
131. Jameson,Runnels, and
van Andel 1994, p. 145.
132. In 1927 Greece imported
411,000 tons of wheat (and 67,000
tons of flour)while producing352,000
tons;Turner1928, p. 9. In 1928 the
Greek governmentfounded the
Organizationfor the Concentrationof
Wheat, an agencythat pursuedthe
policy of purchasinglocal wheat at
double the price paid for imported. See
also Cumberbatch1934, p. 36.

133. Mazower 1991, pp. 238-240.
Almost all the crops saw a rise in
cultivatedarea;wheat'srise was more
dramaticthan some, less so than others.
This rise took place without national
territorial expansion.

134. Only 10 fields out of 306
surveyedcontained any "old"olives as
defined by their trunkdiameter.All of
those old olive fields were in Kondogonaika,and totaled only 0.08 km2.
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that the village did not report to the agriculturalauthorities.135
The larger,
church-owned press building, which seems to date ca. 1920-1940, may
reflect the upturn in regional commercial olive growing that took place at
that time (see Fig. 28).136 Figs too were an important crop in Messenian
history (see Fig. 29), beginning at least as early as the 17th century, but
they apparentlyhave a shorter history in the uplands aroundMaryeli.137In
general the villagers recall figs and olives as relatively insignificant crops
until well after the peak of currantsand wheat. In the post-World War II
era, however, both crops have achieved prominence in the local landscape
(see discussion below).
135. The nearbyvillage of Karpofora seems to confirmthis pattern,with
oil productionfrom 1850-1912 increasing,but primarilyfor subsistence.
It was only at the end of this period
that largerolive mills became available.
Aschenbrenner1986, p. 13.
136. Given the lack of better local

recordsof the use of the two mills and
of actuallocal productionfigures,this
correlationbetween the building of the
press and the increasein olive production must remainsupposition.Production figuresfor olives have not been
kept in uniform terms:early-20thcenturystatisticstend to count olive

production;there are few to no surviving statisticsfrom the war era;and
more recentstatisticshave differentiated between table olives and olive oil.
Fig. 28 reflectsthe varianceamong
these statistics.
137. For the history of Messenian
fig productionsee Kanasi1930.
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REVIEWING THE VILLAGE ECONOMY
BEFORE

WORLD

WAR

II

On the eve of WorldWar II, Maryeliand Papaflessasenjoyeda flexible
and successfulvillage economy(measuringsuccessby demographicexpansionandan acceleratedrateof buildingconstruction)thatnevertheless
rodea fragileinternationalmarket(in the caseof currants)or was depenThe
dent on state protectionism(in the case of currantsand wheat).138
villagersremainedkeenlyawareof theirdependenceon thatinternational
market,and adjusted,if slowly,as outsideinfluencesimpingedon the viabilityof theirproducts.This awarenessanduseof the worldmarketmight
extendbackto prerevolutionary
times,giventhe relativeaffluenceandcommercialorientationof Messeniaas a whole.Demographicpatterns,however,revealthe significantimpactof late-19th-centuryeconomicchanges.
Regionalpopulationfigures(see Fig. 6) reflectslow but steadygrowthin
the post-independenceera,and then take off in the wake of the second
land distribution,that of 1871, and the succeedingcurrantboom. The
delayin the beginningof Maryeli'sand Papaflessas'growth spurtuntil
aroundthe turnof the centuryreflectedtheirrelativelylate entryinto the
currantmarketcomparedto the rest of Pylia.This is exactlythe period
(1880-1920) that Suttonrefersto as the "periodof maximumvillagecreation in recentGreekhistory."'39
While Maryeliwas by no meansa new
creation,its growthreflectedthe broadernationaltrend.
The archaeologicalevidencesupportsthis view of a take-offin the
localeconomyat the end of the 19th centuryandin the firstdecadesof the
20th century.A spateof new Langadianhomes appearedin Maryelibetween 1900 and 1920. Otherswere renovated.The Maryelifamilyitself
movedinto a new, much largerhome.140The living-spaceof homes,increasingover the courseof the 19th century,reachedits greatestpoint
duringthe early20th century,not to rise againuntil the more affluent
The factthat
periodof the 1980s andthe availabilityof cheapconcrete.14'
most, if not all, of this constructionwas conductedby professionalmigrantbuilders(the Langadians),who werepresumably
paidat leastin part
in cash,furthercementsthe perceptionof Maryeli'saccessto widermarkets.The roadnetwork,its growthsomewhatbehindthat in agriculture
and living-space,gainedwagon-width,wheel-capablestretchesin addition to the extantcriss-crossingvillagekalderimia,althoughthis change
wouldnot takefirmhold until afterthe war.
138. Mouzelis (1978, p. 91) and
Seferiades(1999, p. 284) have argued
that the condition of the peasantryin
generalwas not so rosy.They posit that
the late-19th- and early-20th-century
shift from subsistenceto cash cropping
resultedfrom the increasingpressureof
taxationand not from the attractionsof
the market.Seferiadesalso points to
the heavyout-migrationduringthis
period as evidencefor the difficultconditions of the peasantry.As will be seen
in the following analysis,however,the
demographicand materialevidence
points to prosperitythrough the 1920s,

with a decline in the 1930s. That 1930s
decline does accordwell with Seferiades'portraitof the even greatereconomic pressureon the peasantryin that
decade.Also probablycontributingto
village prosperitywere the remittances
of successfulemigrantsabroad.While
incontrovertiblyimportantto Greece as
a whole, in Maryeli such a factorproved
impossibleto measure,nor did it figure
in the villagers'memories of the era.
139. Sutton 1988, p. 199.
140. The originalMaryeli home
(structure1030), supposedlyone of the
oldest in the village,was incorporated

into the courtyardof the newerlarger
house (structure1036), and used partly
as a bakehouseand partlyas a guest
house.
141. Bialor (1976, p. 229) reached
a similarconclusion about the effect of
high currantprices on the expansionof
constructionand renovationof homes
in his study region in the northern
Peloponneseduringthe late 1920s
and early 1930s. Aschenbrenner(1986,
pp. 12, 15) also recordsan expansionof
constructionin Karpofora/Rizomilo
from 1923-1928 (unrelatedto the
refugeesof 1922).
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The propped-up currantmarket did not long survive the onset of the
worldwide depression of the 1930s, and despite the violent reaction of
currant growers to falling prices, the depression marked the end of currant-based prosperity.The material evidence reflects that downturn. No
new construction in Maryeli can be firmly attributedto the 1930s, and the
workmanship of what might possibly have been built at that time was
clearly inferior to that of the Langadians. Similarly,the regional population peaked at the end of the decade, beginning a slow decline that would
speed up in the postwar years.
Thus Maryeli, despite its small size and isolated location, was very
much integrated into the international market during the latter part of the
19th and the first half of the 20th centuries. As Table 2 demonstrates, in
terms of sheer labor, an overwhelming amount of farming effort in 1911
was devoted to cash crops for marketing outside the region, and outside
Greece itself. In the case of K. Kondogoni, the 1,272 stremmata of grapes
and currantswould have required 13,236 nine-hour work days, while the
749 stremmata of wheat would have requireda mere 1,947.142
Whether the general policies of state protectionism and land redistribution were "right"or "wrong"for the country as a whole, clearlythe result
was an agriculturalpopulation that could survive in the world market by
employing traditional farming techniques and by dedicating the majority
of their labor to cash crops. During the period from the War of Independence to the outbreakofWorld War II, the villagers of Maryeli and Papaflessas filled their landscape with ever more elaborate stone houses, terraces,field buildings, threshing floors, and other agriculturalfacilities. The
villagers expanded the cultivated area to its largest extent and the village
population reached its highest level. This crowded landscape resulted from
Maryeli's success in exploiting the potentials of an international market,
despite that market's fluctuations. Such reliance on cash cropping could
not, however,have occurredwithout state intervention in the form of guaranteed markets and land redistribution.In fact, the artificialprotection of
traditional small-scale production by farmersmixing subsistence and cash
cropping, and still reliant on four-legged transportation up through the
1930s and beyond, provides one explanation for what then happened to
the rural Peloponnese in the post-World War II era. After the war, a crisis-strapped state, the decline of traditional currant markets, and the related demographic downturn combined to again rewrite the human landscape.'43
AFTER

WORLD

WAR

II

The severe constriction of Greek agricultureduring the Axis occupation
was only partiallyrelieved in the postwar decade.'44Maryeli itself had been
occupiedby Italiansand,later,Germans,and although the regionwas spared
the worst of the guerrillawar against the Nazis, the end of the occupation
in 1945 quicklyturnedinto a civilwar.The internecinestrifelasting through
1949 hampered recovery,and then, beginning in the 1950s, demographic
change became the dominant variable in Peloponnesian (and Messenian)
history. Migration out of the countryside into Athens or abroad set the
tone for everything else. A quick look at Messenian production figures
reveals a period of steady output from 1955 through 1967, followed by a

142. Comparinglocal productionto
populationand per capitaconsumption
revealsthat the areaprobablyproduced
just enough wheat for its own subsistence needs.This calculationwas done
for Voufrados:populationin 1907 =
9,497; probablewheat yield in 1911 =
1,043,820 kg; i.e., producing110 kgs of
wheat per person comparedto a per
capitawheat consumptionin Greece in
1954 of 147 kg/year.The per capita
consumptionfigureis the earliestone
available;it declined slowly to 103 by
1988. The multiple conversionsneeded
to get from stremmataof olives or wine
grapesto liquid measuresmakes them
unlikelyto be helpful. For per capita
consumptionsee OECD 1968-1988.
Wheat yield is calculatedfrom
stremmatain cultivationin 1911 (see
Table 2) times the averageyield for that
year in Messenia (source:GSE 1911).
143. Unfortunately,although not
surprisingly,there arevirtuallyno
agriculturalor demographicstatistics
availablefor the region from the war
yearsor, in some cases,for severalyears
thereafter.This study thereforeskips to
the postwarera.
144. National Bank of Greece 1950,
pp. 2-3, contains agriculturalstatistics
for the whole of Greece, comparing
1939 to 1949. In terms of stremmata
under cultivation,wheat had declined
by 67%,and currantsby 24%.The
latter'sdecline is in part attributableto
the voluntaryuprootingof 120,000
stremmataof currantsduringthe war
(p. 7). Aschenbrenner(1986,
pp. 15-16) describesKarpoforaas
having revertedto subsistencefarming.
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steep drop in everything except olives (Figs. 26-29). The ruralpopulation
alreadyhad begun to fall by 1951. By 1961 the trickle of emigration had
become a torrent.145
Emigration had immediate consequences for agriculture.For example,
the market for currantshad virtually disappearedby the end of the German occupation. The late 1950s saw a small revival,but prices stayed low
due to Australian competition and that country'spreferentialstatus within
the British Commonwealth.'46By 1961 the number of stremmata under
currants had dropped 34% since 1938, and although some regions successfully substituted sultanas (a kind of raisin), this did not occur in
Maryeli.'47Population again was a key factor here: a typical family could
work only approximately 10 stremmata of currantswithout hiring wage
labor-and the pool of such labor was declining.'48Before the war 60% of
the Greek population worked in agriculture;by 1951 this proportion had
dropped to 55.6%, and in 1984 it reached 30%.149
The residents of Maryeli and Papaflessasspecified this exact problem
in their memories of the end of currantproduction. Villagers departed in
droves for Australia or Athens in the late 1950s and 1960s, rendering unavailablethe labor necessary for widespread viticulture. Currantprices remained low, and the governmentinitiated a programof subsidiesfor farmers
to uproot currants.All these factors led to the abandonment of many vineyards and grainfields, and the substitution of other, less labor-intensive,
crops-particularly olives. 50
To the villagers, the advantagesof olives were obvious, and as a result,
olive trees have come to dominate the landscape around Maryeli (see
Fig. 30).'5 Landowners could reside in Athens, retain their village lands,
keep olives on them, and hire someone to do the occasional necessary
work. Olives require one of the lowest number of workdays per stremma
(3.5) of any of the familiar Mediterranean crops.'52Moreover, data collected by the FAO comparing income from various crops in 1962 (adjusted for yield and labor) revealed the cash potential of olives as far ex145. There are two kinds of rural
emigration:ruralto domestic urban,
and international.To give an example
only of permanentinternational
emigration:Messenia recorded433
emigrantsin 1959,2,414 in 1963,
growing to 3,410 in 1964. Baxevanis
1972, p. 41. See also NSSG (Atlas),
p. 214; InternationalBank for Reconstructionand Development 1966, p. 13.
In more recentyearsemigrationhas
shifted somewhatfrom single men
departingoverseasto whole families
moving within Greece to Athens or to
other large cities.Aschenbrenner1986,
pp. 100-111.
146. McNeill 1978, pp. 147, 161,
169.
147. NSSG (Atlas), p. 314.
148. McNeill 1978, pp. 146-147.
Aschenbrenner(1986, pp. 21-22)

found duringhis study that one-third
of the householdswere still producing
currants,but that to do so required
much greaterresortto hired laborthan
before the war.
149. Kourvetarisand Dobratz 1987,
p. 122; Sweet-Escott 1954, pp. 131,
177.
150. The villagersalso reportedthat
in Maryeli,wheat production(including subsistence,not just that for market) ceased not laterthan about 1973.
See Costa 1988, p. 175 for a similar
shift to olive productionafterWorld
War II in Kefallonia.For similarpatterns in Crete, Nemea, the Mani, and
elsewherein Messenia, see, respectively,
Herzfeld 1991, pp. 29-33; Sutton in
Wright et al. 1990, p. 601; Allen 1997,
p. 262; Aschenbrenner1986, p. 113.
151. A vast numberof the olive

fields shown in Fig. 30 are comprisedof
young to very young olive trees;many in
fact are newly planted saplings.Olive
treeswere classifiedinto old, mature,
young, and baby,each defined according
to trunkdiameter.There were 10 fields
with "old,"93 fields with "mature,"
76 fields with "young,"and 14 fields
with "baby"olives. Fields with olives in
severalstages of developmentwere
counted once for each stage they
contained.
152. This statementis confirmed
by the statementsof the farmersstill
working in Maryeli,severalof whom
hire out their time to tend the olives of
villagersnow living elsewhere.See Table
2 for work effort per stremma.Cf.
Aschenbrenner1986, pp. 18-19.
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Figure 30 (opposite).Crops currently
cultivated, survey area. Mixed-crop
fields are shown for each crop they
contain. W. Lee
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ceeding that of wheat or currants."53
The profitability of olives has been
further stimulated by a rise in the demand for cooking oil and by EEC
programs encouraging olive oil consumption and subsidizing its production through direct payments to farmers.'54The ongoing improvement in
roads has also made it easier to buy cheap bread brought in from Greece's
northern breadbasket.'55Subsistence farming is no longer necessary in a
now largely cash-crop economy complemented by the cash provisions of
government pensions or emigrant remittances.
Figs also have become more important to Maryeli in recent years,
despite the relative decline of the Messenian share in overall Greek fig
production (see Figs. 29, 30). The rationalefor their appearancein Maryeli
is similar to that of the olive; figs require more care than olives, but much
less than vineyards, and as a cash crop they outperform wheat.'56
THE

POSTWAR

LANDSCAPE

How are these postwar agriculturalchanges visible in the landscape?The
answer is complicated. Despite the enormous drop in agriculturalproduction over the last thirty years, field buildings have continued to appear(see
above and Fig. 8). There are two ways to explain this seeming contradiction. The packageable and transportablenature of modern materials such
as brick and concrete, together with a road network on which to move
them, makes construction relatively cheap and quick. On the other hand,
many of these buildings may not actually be as "new"as they appear.The
availability of materials may have led the villagers to create permanent
buildings in place of older field structureswhose simple brushwood materials have left no mark on the landscape and would not have been visible in
the 1973 aerial photo. A number of "modern" field buildings have
foundations that hint at a much older origin. At any rate, this is one case in
which the material evidence appears to belie predictions based solely on
demographic trends.'57
If this proliferation of buildings is surprising in this particularlandscape, an examination of the fields provides a clearerpicture of the decline
of Peloponnesian agriculture, especially when considered together with
the empty or crumbling houses in Maryeli. Active farming in the 1990s
153. FAO 1965, III, p. 10.
154. EEC Commission Regulation
No. 2941/80 of 13 November 1980;
EEC Commission RegulationNo.
1348/81 of 20 May 1981; EEC Commission RegulationNo. 3137/81 of
30 October 1981.
155. Greece'sbreadbaskethad
moved decisivelynorth into Thessaly
and Macedonia.There, mechanized
farmingon largerfields enabledthe
drop in price of grain.FAO 1965,111,
p. 10; Aschenbrenner1986, p. 23.
156. Aschenbrenner(1986, p. 20)
found virtuallyeveryhousehold

producingsome figs in the 1980s.
157. Other village studies have
noted an increasein home construction not necessarilyrelatedto demographicexpansion,but to increasing
prosperitygenerally,a rise in consumerism,and the relativecheapness
and availabilityof modern materials.
It is importantto note that such constructionis often paid for by prosperity achievedoutside the village, either
by migrationor by taking advantage
of a nearbytourist economy.See Hart
1992, p. 4; Clark 1994-1995, pp. 521522; Aschenbrenner1986, pp. 27-28.
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has retreated to relatively few areas,while other fields run riot with wild
vegetation. In Maryeli itself the villagers could name only three currently
working farmers,although some residents who owned land but were now
too old to farm continued to hire outside labor to work their fields.'58The
remaining active farmers in Maryelaika and Kondogonaika either work
fields immediately adjacent to the road network or hire a bulldozer to cut
a better access path to the more remote fields. Actively cultivated fields
tend to run in strips along either side of wheel-capable roads. Only rarely
now are the old kalderimiaused for field access. Other landscape changes
mirrorthe development of agriculturaltechniques. Despite the late arrival
and limited use of bulldozers, the old terrace systems are being "repaired"
with borrowed bulldozers, rather than by shoring up the stone terracewalls. The soil that villagers have labored to preserve over at least the last
century will soon begin to disappear.

CONCLUSION
The landscape of Maryeli, now and always,is a product of individual, usually agriculturally-oriented,decisions. Those decisions, for at least the last
hundred and fifty years (and probably for much longer), have been informed by local experienceof national and internationalforces.The region's
long history of agriculturalproduction for international markets has significantly affected crop selection and the consequent shaping of the land
to suit a given crop. In the early 20th century, the modern state's capacity-however awkward-to provideincentives and tradeprotection allowed
the villagersto produceprofitablydespite their continued use of older techniques and small-scale production. The growing availabilityof cash from
the very beginning of the 20th century has also played a role in the developing landscape. Cash crops, government allowances, and emigrant remittances have long enabled contract construction and equipment hire.
The late 20th century,however,has seen greaterrelianceon the extravillage
sources of cash, and these have contributed much to the rising local standard of living. The latter half of the 20th century has also seen another
rewriting of the landscape as roads have changed local priorities, allowing
easier access to building materials and extraregionalproduce, even leading
to a redistribution of local population. Those roads have also, however,
redirected human relationships, leaving neighboring and once linked villages now more cut off from each other, each village focusing instead on
regional urban centers like Kalamata, and above all on the all-important
Athens conurbation.
Yet another force in the landscape has appearedin more recent years:
a renewed interest in traditionalism. Hart's recent work in the southern
Peloponnese found a new nostalgia for village life, especially since the midto late 1980s, derived from disillusionment with the cities. That nostalgia
had physical consequences in a new minor boom in house construction
and renovationin her studyvillage.'59That nostalgia is also archaeologically
visible in Maryeli in the revivalof traditional architecture.The villagers of

158. We did not surveythe livelihoods of all the nonfarmingresidents,
but the majoritywere clearlyretired,
and presumablyreceivinga pension.
159. Hart 1992, pp. 4, 70. See also
Clark'sevidence of an upsurgein new
constructionin the 1980s (althoughnot
necessarilytraditional);Clark 19941995, pp. 521-522. Particularly
importantin this regardis Herzfeld's
detailedanalysisof the relationship
between modern forcesof tourism and
archaeologicalconservationand the
desirefor modernizationof homes in
Rethymnos,Crete;Herzfeld 1991,
esp. p. 36.
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Maryeli are investing in restoring their traditional homes, and in building
a new springhouse with old techniques. Several of them now report
regretting their previous decisions to cover their old stone homes with
stucco. Traditional-style renovation and construction are expensive, and it
remains to be seen how far such a desire will go, but the landscape has
alreadybeen transformed because of this developing attitude.
For archaeologists,Maryeli's is a cautionarytale. Reasons for particular configurations of the human landscape here are not always easy to ascertain-even when archivalevidence is available.The proliferationof field
spitakia, for example, does not reflect demographic expansion. Old, even
ancient, agriculturaltechniques do not imply a subsistence economy. More
roads do not necessarily mean greater local interconnectivity. Buildings
that look old may not be. Maryeli is remote; it looks old; it is now surrounded by olives-that most ancient of Greek crops.Timeless, however,
it is not.
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